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$30 increase for in-state students

Senate memo approves tuition hikes
RvDF.AN HOI.T
City Editor
• 'A memorandum concerning a
passible increase in tuition and a
resolution supporting membership
additions to the Council on Higher
Krlucation were passed Tuesday by
Student Senate
Drafted by Chris Kremer. senate
president, the memo concerning tuition
hikes was scheduled to be presented
yesterday to the council at the meeting
In which the increase was to be voted
upon The increases would apply to
most in- and nut of state students attending Kentucky's public universities.
The proposal, made public by Harry
.Snyder. executive director of the
council would result in a tuition increase of approximately 130 per
semester for in-state students while
out of stale students at the University
would see an increase of approximately
ITS per semester
Kremer's memo stated in part that
"an increase in tuition without an increase in financial aid available could
price many students
out of an
education " Kremer also noted that 80

percent of University students receive
some financial aid that there is "at best
stable, if not declining." amounts of aid
available for students through federal
loans.
Student Regent Rick Robinson said
he learned approximately two weeks
ago that an increase of nearly 15 percent would be requested by Snyder
Many at other universities in the state
thought the increase would not be as
large as was announced by Snyder on
Sunday. Robinson said. That made

organizing opposition to the proposal a
difficult task, he added.
The increases are designed to bring
the tuition rates of Kentucky institutions more in line with those of
other
universities
with similar
programs and of equal size. Snyder was
reported as saying Monday by the
Courier - Journal.
Robinson said he was planning to
attend the council's meeting and to
distribute the resolutions to the
members before the meeting

Council passes proposal
The Council on Higher Education
Wednesday afternoon passed their
proposal calling for increased tuitions
at stale universities.
According !• I'niversity Student
Regent Kick Robinson, who attended
the meeting, the council heard
arguments concerning the proposal
from himself and Mark Metcalf.
student regent at the I'niversity of
Kentucky, before reaching their

decision
University IVesident IX'. Powell also
spoke to the council and reminded them
of other college expenses which
students are now paying.
I'owell is a non-voting member of the
council.
Hame members of the council did not
xote on the matter, however, there
were no voles opposing the increase.
Kohinson said.

Marijuana and hashish found

Two arrested on drug charge
Bv DEAN HOI.T
(in Editor
Two University students are facing
district
court
and
University
proceedings on charges of possession of
marijuana after being discovered with
the substance Sunday morning in their
Dupree Hall room
Stephen Rogers. 19. Lexington and
Jon Schrock. 20. Monroe. Ohio,
residents of room 905 Dupree Hall, were
found with what campus security officials believe to be marijuana, along
with hashish and tin foil containing a
white
substance
The
Resident
Assistant on the floor was making a
routine inspection of the hall when he
detected smoke coming from the room.
Me then called dormitory director Paul
Webster shortly before midnight
Saturday
After an investigation. Webster
called campus security and t wo officers
responded to the room at 12:08 a.m.
Sunday.

The two room residents were
charged with possession of marijuana
and other charges could be pending
against them if the other substances
which were confiscated are in fact
controlled
substances.
Drug
paraphernalia was also found in the
room.
The material which was confiscated
was sent to the Kentucky State Police
Regional Crime I-ab in I-ondon Monday
for analysis, according to Thomas
Lindquist. director of the division of
public safety.
Lindquist said Monday that he expects the report on the materials to be
returned in approximately two weeks.
Rogers and Schrock were cited for
possession of marijuana at the time of
the confiscation and released. Lind■luist said
Or Thomas Myers, vice president for
student affairs, said that the students
were being called Monday afternoon for
a consultation with the University on
the charge He said that expulsion or

suspension trom the University are
possible when a violation such as this
occurs
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity members
live on the ninth floor of Dupree and
Rogers, a freshman, is a pledge with
thai fraternity, while sophomore
Schrock is a member.
Phil Rurgess. president of the In
terfraternity Council (IFCi. said that
every fraternity at the University, all ol
which are IFC members, are required
to abide by University regulations
concerning drug abuse
He said that while there are no
written articles in the IFC constitution,
the University policy on drug abuse is
nevertheless conveyed to IFC mem
tiers
Rurgess continued that any actions
against a fraternity member accused of
drug possession are usually handled by
the fraternity involved and not the IFC
Mike Riche. president of Pi Kappa
Alpha, could not be reached for comment

Expansion planned for Greeks
Bv SABAII FBF.TTY
Staff Writer
During the next two months, the
Interfraternity Council (IFC) will
consider the expansion of the
University's Greek community.
According to John Davenport, adviser to the fraternities, the IFC will be
inviting four national fraternities that
wish to be established at the University.
Alpha Tau Omega. Alpha Phi Alpha.
Phi Kappa Tau and Sigma Phi Kpsilon
will each appear before the IFC to
present their cases for colonization.

After all four have made their
presentations, the IFC will then vote to
determine which, if any. of the
fraternities will be invited to colonize A
fraternity must receive a majority vote
to be able to establish a chapter at the
University.
Davenport said he doubts that an
invitation will be extended to more than
two fraternities. "I would guess at this
point that we would invite no more than
two. if that many."
He noted that the IFC. when considering expansion, has to keep in mind

the market available to new fraternities.
At
present
there are 15
nationally - affiliated fraternities on
campus representing 13 percent of the
University's male population
Davenport explained that the
establishment of new fraternities would
help to increase this percentage
without deleting the membership of
already - existing fraternities
Another concern of the IFC is that
expansion of the fraternity system
would cause lite number of fraternities
Saa EXPANSION. Pas* 14

He also gave members a letter which
he discussed in part during the senate
meeting. Robinson stated in the letter
that "when we price students out of the
cost of an education,
all
other
educational issues become irrelevant."
Robinson advocated a gradual increase in tuitions instead of the large,
single increase they were discussing.
The second item of business transacted by senate was a request by
Robinson thai student
senators
telephone their state legislators and
inform them of their opinions concerning a revision which would create
positions on the council board for both a
student and a faculty member each
year as voting members
The proposal is currently tiring
discussed by the legislature and may
possibly lie before the senate for a vote
as early as next week
Robinson said there is support for the
revision to the council from most state
universities
Morehead
State
I'niversity has not made its position
known concerning the issue, he said.
The act. officially known as KRS
KM (ltd, states that the faculty
representative will lie chosen by the
faculty regents or trustees of any fouryear state public institution and the
ftudent will be appointed by the
governor on recommendations of
student government presidents at the
universities
The need for Ihese two additional
members to the council has be
ik'mnnstrated by the increase in tuition
which the council has been considering.
Robinson said Academic input in such
cases is needed, he continued.
II was reported by Tim Butler, senate
vice president, that the open house
iroposal calling for 32 hours of open
house per week has passed recently by
the subcommittee on open bouse policy
of the Council on Student Affairs and
prill i>e considered by that body this
week It Ihen would go lo University
(President J.C Powell if passed

Tournament action begins tonight
for both men's and women's
basketball teams. The l.ady
Colonels will meet perennial power
Morehead Stale in opening-round
action of the K Wic championships
in Lexington, while Ike men must
journey to Bowling (ireen lo meet
Ohio Valley Conference regular
season champs Western Kentucky in
Diddle Arena. At left, I .ad> Colonel
forward Sandra Mukcs drives for
the basket over a Middle Tennessee
defender. Mukes was the team's
leading rrbounder on the season
with 7.7 grabs per contest. At right,
junior guard Tommy Baker looks
over Morehead's Norris Beckley for
an open man. Baker stepped into the
lineup during mid-season and
became the team's third-leading
scorer at 11.II points a game. Ticket
information for both tournaments is
available through the athletic ticket
•ffiee.

Dana Binder, a senior interior design major from London, contemplates her
studies sitting alone in a classroom in the Foster Building iphoto by Will
Mansfield i

SA proposes longer hours
ll> MYRAt AIDER
Staff Writer
An open house plan consisting of 32
weekly open house hours has been
presented to the administration for
approval according lo Chris Kremer.
president of Student Association Under
this proposal, open house hours would
he Irom 4-12 p.m Fridays, from 2-12
l> m Saturdays and from 3-9 p.m
Sundays.
Additional hours in men's dormitories would be from 711 p.m
Mondays and Wednesdays and in
women's dormitories from 7-11 p.m on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
This proposal also allows for a 45
percent reduction in supervision
particularly for open house hours
Kremer said
He added lhal experience has made it
apparent lhal "there is no need for
intense supervision during open
house "
The reduction in supervision would be
with regard to the number of resident
assistants on duty during open house

Colonels enter post-season tourneys
Men battle
Western, women
face Morehead

Chairperson

The proposal requires either the hall
director or a graduate assistant be on
duty, along with a desk worker and one
resident assistant during each open
house
The current open house policy
requires lhal three resident assistants
lie on dulv

The proposal must first be approved
bj the Council on Student Affairs and
later by University President JC
Powell and probably Board of Regents.
Kremer said. .
Because Thomas D
Myers, vice
president of student affairs, was one of
S« LONGER. Pass 14

Energy library
to open this week
By DEAN IIIil I
« its I ill on

An expanded solar energy library for
residents of Madison County is
scheduled loopen this week at the Richmond Chamber of Commerce, according to Al Forsyth. instructional
developer at the University who
gathered materials for the library
Forsyth said that among the
materials available through the solar
library are books, slides and other
demonstration materials
The materials are being provided as
part of a federally funded solar energy
assessment study Forsyth said $2,000
was made available for purchasing the
library materials for the community
About MOO of thai amount is left out of
the original fund The remaining
money will be used to add other items lo
Ihe library later, he said
Federal grants for solar energy
research in the Richmond area will
expire in June, he added
Although lederal aid Will end then.
Forsyth said Ihe possibility exists of
continuing a local solar energy action
group
All of Ihe materials in Ihe library will
be available lor free use by schools and
individuals The material will be loaned
out for one week periods If the need
arises, he continued, the audio-visual
service at IheUniversity may beable to
supply materials to groups when the
same item is requested for use at the
same time by more than one group
Forsyth was selected to gather the
materials for the solar library because
of his job at the University
The materials al the Chamber of

r

Commerce, located at 101 W Irvine St .
vary from books to audio visual aids
covering such topics as solar architecture, installation, solar collectors
and even solar powered toys for
children
Also as part of the solar energy
evaluation program, a free film festival
will be held next Tuesday and Wednesday. March 4th and 5th
The films concern solar and other
lorms of alternative energy
Six films will be shown each day with
construction techniques, wind, wood
and farming films scheduled for
Tuesday while gasohol and wind energy
topics will be covered in films Wednesday
The festival will be held each night at
the Firsl Federal Savings and l,oan
Building. 200 K Main St., from 7-9 p m
The basement of the building will be
used for Ihe festival
The Richmond solar assessment
study is one of four such projects
lunded by Ihe Department of Energy
designed lo carry out a community selfassessment of the overall potential
impacts of individually used idecen
tralizedi solar energy projects Both
University employees and Richmond
area residents are involved in the DOE
program
Ten solar fairs, which included
l arlous solar energy displays and
hands-on workshops, are two of the
methods Ihe group has used to bring
solar energy knowledge to the public
Public meetings and the possible
renovation of a primary school's
greenhouse are also part of the group's
activities
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Editorials
Senate was loser in election foul-up
The Student Court issued a ruling
OK a case last week lor the first lime
in over two sears.
Their binding decision concerned
a questioned result in the Student
Senate election lor a race in the
College of Education.
Originally, it had been thought
that two individuals, Sharon White
and Nathan While, had lied for a
vacant senate seat and would be
forced into a special run-off
elect ion.

Such would not be the case, as it
turned out.
After recounting the voles, it was
discovered thai a ballot for Nathan
While, one which had been written
in instead of marked, had in fact
been counted twice.
Testimony to the court verified
that ihe ballot in question had been
counted by both the Student
Association Elections Committee
and Academic Computing.

Brockton policies
confuse resident

11 (tiler's null': The author is a
resident <>f HriH'klon apartments.!
Its /WIXKIMHI \|)KI III
Guest Opinion

Ti'c Brockton apartments were
huill primarily to house married
students, adult students in custody
of children or in very rare cases.
certain graduate students
Tnoccupy any of tin-apartments.
a lease containing all the rules and
regulations is signed by the tenant
with ihe assumptions that the
housing authorities on campus will
ilo all thai is necessary to afford a
reasonably
comfortable
atmosphere lor living and learning
The |»)inl is that housing does not
always comply with this assumption and in many circumstances
does not live up to expectations
Dealing with the housing stall is
not an easy thing
It requires;! lot n| patience on the
|iarl of the student, while on the
other hand there is not one ounce of
patience or understanding from
housing Policy lakes precedence
r*or example, a resident is
charged a dollar a day for every
da> that the rent »s overdue This
includes weekends and long
weekends when none of Ihe offices
are opened
N« explanation is welcomed nor
is there an\ allowances for human
error or unforeseen circumstances
which might cause a tenant to
exceed the due date in rent
l>ii> ments
I lousing requires a resident to
make a (k-posit of *2."> to cover the
cost o| cleaning up the apartment
in a case where the outgoing tenant
leases Ihe apartment uncleancd
However, it is not commonplace
to see an outgoing resident quit the
apartment without cleaning up
Housing in all cases does not
reimburse such outgoing tenants
their $25 deposit In some cases the
apartment is loft uncleancd and yet
may !»• assigned to a new tenant
An unfortunate incoming tenant
WIMI lijidly needs a place for his
lanuls goes ahead and cleans up

the apartment Housing comes out
ahead
Having been a tenant in one of
these apartments for almost three
years, I fully understand what each
Brockton resident goes through
Kent steadily goes up yearly and
so iloes the base rate for

telephones
There are even unfair housing
practices by some of the staff The
rules and regulations are strictly
enforced and this is good However
the services, especially maintenance are steadily dwindling
Housing is ready to have all and
give very little in return, if any at
all It is no wonder that no one
cares when a resident calls to
report a problem in the apartment,
say with the bath tub. tiles, oven,
window or whatever else that is
needing repairs, very little is done
iilmul ii
A report such as any of these
mas take months to In- attended to
if ever Security lights may not be
on at night, even on the stairs
The last two winters clearly
manifested the plight of the
Brockton residents and the utter
rejection of duty of those in charge
of these apartments
Tim resident* were in "no man's
land." No one cared Driving a car
around Brockton was a sign of an
I'lncrgency Kven campus security
-urvcillancc was at a minimum il
not cut completely
Those in the apartment buildings
always have a double dose in the
winter
,
The thermostats do not work and
it makes no difference whether it is
turned down to .V> degrees or up to
RS degrees
II might either IK- terribly hot or
extremely cold Some of these
residents have children ranging
from ages one-day-old and up.
Such conditional changes in
temperature are not comfortable
lor grownups to i ci^ ,m ' learn, let
alone children
These are a lew general
examples of what a certain faction
o| the students have to put up with
at "the Campus Beautiful

Thus, Sharon White was ruled the
winner of the election and Nathan
White the loser.
However, the real loser of the
entire unfortunate incident might
have actually been the Student
Senate and in
particular the
Elections Committee for allowing
the situation to happen in the first
place.
One of the justices on the court
staled 10 the effect that the biggest
problem that the court had been
confronted
with
was
not
in
determining the winner of the senate
scat, but instead the lax procedures
involved in the election process.
It was further implied by the
particular justice that those individuals who were in charge of
running (he election should have
been able to foresee in advance the
problem that occurred.
While hindsight is easy, such a
conclusion docs seem reasonable.
Student Senate has always had
problems in the past in attracting
qualified and exceptional students
to run for senate scats.
Because this has always been the
case, it would seem that the
importance of the Elections Committee could not be stressed enough.
Il would be reasonable to expect
that much lime and resources would
be devoted to this committee so that
senate elections would function
smoothly and without hitches.
Students
certainly
won't
be
attracted to running for the Student
Senate when that organization has

Perspective

Fred's campus visit
I red. a senior from an out-oftown high school, decides to make
an overnight trip to the University to
slay with a college friend here,
thinking that he just might like to
anend school here. So, his trip is all
set-or ai least Fred thinks it is.
After a two-hour drive from his
hometown, Fred arrives here around
10 a.m. on a Thursday. He first
discovers that finding a parking spot
near his friend's dorm is an

impossibility.
I bus, I-red drives around Alumni
(oliseum parking lot, searching
desperately for nearly a half-hour
for a space, finally finding at the
farthest,
most
remote
corner.
"Well, at least the car is parked,"
I red says to himself.
Next, I-red lugs his suitcase and
sleeping bag with him across the lot
and past the huge water tower. Just
as he begins 10 cross between two of
the high-rise dorms, he is bombarded by a spray of beer cans, tossed
back and forth from the dorms'
residents.
"Ouch," says Fred. "Beer cans
hurt." Obscenities also fly through
the air bui at leasi words are not
physically harmful.
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trouble in simply verifying which
candidate has won an election.
The Student Court made three
recommendations concerning procedures that might prevent an
election problem such as the one
that occurred from ever happening
again.
The court suggested that explicit
instructions be placed on Ihe lop of
each election ballot that staled that
if a candidate's name is listed on the
ballot then the ballot should not be
marked beside the candidate's name
nor written on the write-in blank.
It was also recommended that a
"bubble" be placed beside the
write-in blank and marked along
with writing an unlisted candidate's
name in the blank, so as to further
help in verifying write-in votes.
The final recommendation of the
court was that any ballot not
following
these instruction be
considered invalid.
With the outcome of the entire
fiasco, there are two things that are
certain.
hirst, the Student Court should
never have had to meet in the first
place.
Secondly, the Student Senate
must bear the full responsibility for
the incident which further tends to
weaken their credibility.
Hopefully, if the recommendations of the court are followed and
individuals in the senate gel on the
ball, then everyone will come out
winners by
not
allowing the
situation to ever happen again.

Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter in regard to
the letter condemning running on Tates
< reek Road which appeared in the Feb.
7. issue of the Progress.
I happen to be one of those marathon
runners who performs his ritual of
running on this road The reason we run
through these routes or areas is
because we can get away from more
cars in the city, such as the EKU
campus area and so many crowded
sidewalks
You cannot run at a comfortable pace
in the city stopping at every red light
and street corner and also saying excuse me countless times as you almost
collide with pedestrians. Then again
there is all the pollution you have to
inhale, while this is not so on Tates
Creek Road.
I have never read any articles on
runners getting hit by cars on Tates
Creek, but I have read a few on runners
being "l atoned" by cars while running
on the Eastern campus.
While I have run on Tates Creek with
Eastern's cross country team, we ran
in groups, facing the traffic and when
cars approached we would move over
closer to the ditch lining up single file.
When I am running by myself and see
other runners pass me. they're always
facing oncoming traffic and running
close to the edge of the highway. In
closing. I must say that I will continue
to run on Tates Creek along with other
die-hard runnets,
oecause we
pedestrians have rights to run. There
are no signs barring m.
If it comes to man versus machine.

I '.cmII,ilk . I-red finds his friend's
dorm and makes his entrance only
to find that there will be about a
20-minutc wait on the elevator, since
the other one is not working. While
waiting, I red stumbles a lifeless,
thrcc-inch-long cockroach.
"That's
nothing,"
says
the
nonchalant dorm director. "You
should see the ones on the tenth

floor!"
Still bound and determined to be
hopeful about his visit, Fred makes
it up to his friend's room on the
eleventh floor and unloads his stuff.
I-red then sets off across campus
to the administrative building to get
a University catalog and admission
information. Soon, Ired learns that
his walk there was in vain--cvcryone
knows that 12 noon to I p.m. is the
campus-wide lunch break when the
University virtually shuts down
completely.
To kill some time. I red decides to
browse in the bookstore to buy a
souvenir for his girlfriend back
home. About all Fred finds that he
can afford is a candy bar. Shaking
his head in disappointment as he
picks up several items he mumbles.
"Too much," reading the price

the ancient Greek marathon runner
Itiilippides if alive, may have said.
"Rejoice we will conquer."
Sincerely.
Rick Robert

Campus closed
on weekends
Dear Editor:
I am writing on behalf of all the
students who were not fortunate enough
to he able to spend the long weekend
enjoying the comforts of home. I
believe a gross injustice was committed against those of us who
remained on campus
The first problem was - where does
one eat? With the Powell Cafeteria and
Grill closed, where does a poor college
student on a tight budget go to satisfy
an angry stomach? Even many of the
junk-food machines were barren!
All thoughts of using the three days to
do library work that needed to be
finished were eradicated immediately
upon discovering that the library would
not be open as usual until Monday
evening.
Any music students left on campus
were soon to discover that, although the
holiday building hours posted on all of
the doors to the building stated that the
regular Saturday schedule (7:30 a.m. •
10 pm i would be followed and the
building would be closed all day Sunday, the building was to be closed all
weekend because someone neglected to
notify Security that someone would be
needed for Saturday. Since practicing
is forbidden in the dormitories, two
valuable days of practice time were
lost

tags.
Later Fred visits his sister who Is a
junior at the University. But Fred
and his sister must settle for a visit in
ihe crowded and non-private dorm
lobby.
"It's not open house tonight,"
explains the girl to her perplexed
brother who doesn't quite understand why he can't just take a look
at her room.
"Is this really college?" Fred
finally asks aloud.
,
Fred returns to ihe room where
his friend suggests they go eat in the
cafeteria "for a bite." A bite is
about all Fred can get for $2. "It's
either the Hawaiian ham or the
chicken and dumplings—minus the
chicken," Fred's friend points out.
After dinner, the two join the
campus students in the usual
Thursday night exodus downtown
to ihe nightlife. Fred gets into the
bar, no questions asked. He has one
beer, then another and still one
more.
"Hold it there, boy," says a
plainclothes officer, gripping Fred
by his shoulder. "Let's go."
Fortunately, Fred's friend has the
money to bail him out and pay his
finding that eating, library work and
practicing were impossible one may
have decided to amuse oneself in the
bowling alley or by engaging in some
type of sporting activity in the Weaver
or Regley Buildings but. alas, they also
were closed for the weekend.
If one wished to visit friends of the
"opposite sex" visiting was limited to
dormitory lobbies or the Powell
Building -- and there only until 10 p.m.
There also should have been a notice
posted warning anyone thinking of
being sick to do so before or after the
long weekend since the infirmary
closed its doors Friday not to reopen
until 8 a.m. Tuesday morning.
Everyone who a ttends this University
is not willing or able to go home for the
three-day holidays and it is terribly
unfair for the University to act as if it
were a day school whose students all
return home every available opportunity.
If Ihe necessary facilities are not kept
open, it is not surprising that, under
present conditions, many students go
home for lack of anything be'ter to do.
It is time for those who tee NOT
weekend suitcasers to receive equal
consideration with those who ar •
Sincerely.
Andrea E. Gambino

'Pathetic' profs
Dear Editor:
After having been out in the "big,
wide world" for the past seven years, I
decided to re-enroll In school. I thought
that a year of college would help me in
finding a better job.
However. I am faced with the

tine. "You can always go downtown
and give plasma a lew limes to pay
me back," Fred's friend consoles
him.
As Fred thanks his friend for the
visit and prepares to leave the dorm,
the KA stops and questions him.
"That'll be $5 for your little
visit," he says. "What for?" asks
Ired. thinking about the ice-cold
shower he stood in line earlier that
day for 20 minutes and about the
noisy stereo playing all night long in
the room above where he slept on
Ihe floor.
"It's $5 if you don't register
properly and pay your SI," the KA
informs him.
Fred dishes out his last $5 and
trudges over to the parking lot only
to find a piece of paper on his
windshield.
A ticket. "For not having a
parking permit."
"How nice," thinks Fred. "They
treat their prospective students with
such hospitality. If this is college
life, I think I prefer high school," he
mumbles as he drives away to pay
his ticket with a check.
Such arc first impressions of
college at the University.
dilemma of having a couple of teachers
who really ha ve no business being in the
classroom in the teaching capacity Out
of curiosity. I would like to know where
such teachers recieve their creditation
as a teacher and how?
/
Eastern Kentucky University has a
fine reputation as a higher education
facility in states other than Kentucky. 1
felt honored when I was accepted for
enrollment But that honor cannot
disguise my disappointment or disgust
when I come from a class where I felt
that the past hour was wasted time due
to the teacher's incompetency
I have felt fortunate with Eastern's
English department. In both English
101 and 102, I have had excellent
teachers who took the time to explain
any question I, or any other student,
may have had. And they knew what
they were talking about.
I have not been so fortunate in the
accounting or history departments
Here, it has become impossible to
understand even the simplest example
after all the confused muttering we, as
students, suffer through. When an
accounting teacher cannot figure 10
percent of 1.000 - then the classroom
situation becomes rather pathetic
I am not saying that every teacher in
every department is incompetent.
Indeed, they are not. But I am not the
only student who feels cheated from
their education by the incapabilities of
the instructors placed in many of the
classrooms on this campus We pay for
this education. We want this education
or we would not be here Why then
should we have to pay also for the
incompetency of our teachers?
Sincerely,
Paula Ward
Bumam Hall
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Grandmother's influence

Computer needs

Good Scout Myers
always prepared
By BRIAN III AIM
Features Editor
The Ian three-piece suit, the brown
striped tie and the 'TDM" initials
stitched on the shirt cuff exude an air of
formality So too does the title of VicePresident of Student Affairs.
But then the pipes come into view ten of them scattered haphazardly
among a group of ashtrays on a tiny
marble table Several others are
positioned on the desk
Dr Thomas D Myers is positioned in
the middle of it all. talking about his
grandmother.
"She's the one person who's had the
most effect on me," he said, clutching a
lighter in one hand and still another
pipe in the other. "She was blind, but
she never felt sorry for herself because
of her handicap. She was too busy
asking. What can I do for you?"
The memory delivers a smile, pulling
Mow his reddish mustache. For Myers
himself uses the same.line quite often.
In fact, it was just that attitude which
brought him to the aid of the Boy Scouts
more than ten years ago
•

with scouting. "He opens his office up to
students who would just like to come in
and talk with him." said Walton.
"That's the best thing I can say about
him."
Perhaps.
Behind that open door in 210 Coate*
Building, though, is more than a
willingness to chat. Because Myers
appears to be a good Samaritan in a
University administrator's disguise.
Sincerity rises from his personality like
tobacco smoke from his pipe.
"The greatest satisfaction I have in
my work," said Myers, in his sixteenth
year at the University, "is opening my
daily mail and reading a letter from
someone which says, 'Guess where I'm
at? Guess what I'm doing? You helped
me Thanks.' Rarely does a day go by
when that doesn't happen."
A case in point here: two weeks ago,
he received a letter from a nun whom
he befriended several years ago. The
note is a heartfelt thank-you to Myers
for listening to her doubts and fears on
a recent visit to Richmond.

"He opens his office up to students who
would just like to come in and talk ."
in the work that I do here - in the
counseling thai I do - I'm convinced
thai those who have had experience in
scouting come away with the feeling
that it's made an impression on them."
he said "When I heard about it, I felt I
had to get involved Because I think
scoulmg does a better job of building
leadership than almost any activity I
can think of "
Yet. if scouting has built leadership
qualities in Ihe scouts themselves, then
it has built a sense of caring and concern within the 41 • year - old Myers It
caused him to serve as Council
President of Ihe Executive Board of the
Hluegrass Scouting Association last
year It has caused him to devote
several hours per week spreading the
message of scouting while raising
money
And il caused him to receive the
.highest honor for service to both
scouting and the community -- the
Silver Heaver A ward, i presented at a
lianquet in December at l,extngton's
Hyatt Regency
Myers accepted the "award with
graciousness. sounding slightly similar
lo a football coach upon winning a
championship
"I think Ihe words that I used that
night were to the effect that I thanked
them (the scouts) for allowing me to be
of service And in my next comment. I
said Ihe real work of scouting is done by
Ihe people in Ihe field - Ihe scout
masters. Ihe den mothers and so forth
They spend so much time. And they
deserve the credit." he said
But Mike Walton, president of the
Bluegrass Scouting Association,
disagreed He said that Myers has been
"instrumental" in organizing a
scouting program here.
His most glowing remark, however,
did not touch on anything associated

Although not a Catholic, he labels
himself "religious" and said of the
sister. "She was al a point in her life
where she needed to sit down and talk to
somebody "
Myers found time. His friend found
understanding, realizing all the while
thai he too has been plagued by adversity
"My life has not always been easy."
he said "My two older brothers used to
lei I everyone that I was born with a
silver spoon in my mouth. But that's not
true "
His father, an extension agent for the
US. Department of Agriculture, died
when Myers was only six. He was then
raised by his mother, a psychologist
and his grandmother in Sandusky.
Ohio, not far from Lake Erie.
Bui he was nearly put up for adoption.
Recently, he has been struggling to
come to grips with his recent divorce,
whkeh he discusses openly His major
concern, it seems, are his two
(laughters, six - year - old Amy and
Polly Beth. 12
"I've spent almost every cent in
order to gain custody of them," he said.
"Rul I had a decision to make And I
know I made the right one."
Decisions such as that one bring
memories of others in Myers' life. Like
in I960, when he was a senior track star
al Bowling Green State University
It was then that he was faced with the
alternative of trying out for the
Olympic team or attending graduate
school at Temple University in
Philadelphia.
He chose the latter, but looks back on
his sporting days - paid for by a grant in aid - with satisfaction "That's the
beautiful American dream." he said.
There are other dreams that Mvers

Dr Thomas D Myers, vice-president for student affairs, handles some
paperwork in his office in the Coates Building The 41-year-old Myers, who has
been associated with scouting for the past 11 years, was recently awarded the
highest honor of the Boy Scouts of America
holds dear - and at least one has come
true He owns a cabin in Baldwin. He
originally tore down the structure
where it stood in Kingston and moved it
to the present site The cabin now
contains a workshop and a general
outdoors atmosphere
"I always wanted to have a place in
Ihe country where I could have animals
where Ihe kids tould run and jump
and play." he said with a certain fondness
And now he spends many a weekend
at the cabin, a kind of dream come true
However. Myers' book of dreams is
not yet full Though he has done so
much for others - especially those in
scouting ■■ he is not content.

•There's still so much more that
needs lo be done." he said.
In Ihe past, he has worked on the
President's Committee on Employment
of the Handicapped. He helped develop
the College of Allied Health at the
University He acts as the Region III
Newsletter Editor of the NASPA
Review, a publication devoted to
university happenings around the
country.
But. as he said, there is so much
more
"Someday." he mused. "I would like
to ■serve as president of a university."
If his past accomplishments are any
indication, then it would seem more
than just a pipe dream.

People Poll

Donna ■wndi

And while the career women of
the '50s and '60s found sexual
discrimination to be commonplace,
women of loday are discovering that
their sex may be an advantage when
it comes to getting a job.
Now women are being given jobs
not in spite of iheir sex, but often
limes because of their sex.
This
turn-around
in
public
opinion came to my attention
recently when a visiting lecturer told
the females in my journalism class
that it would be easier for us to find
jobs than it would be for our male
counterparts.
Females are needed to fulfill the
requirements of the equal opportunity laws.
The day after that lecture, I was
given two applications for scholar-

ships that were to be awarded to
women in journalism. Were these
scholarships being offered lo men
only, proponents of ERA would
have those groups offering them in
court, doing battle for equal rights.
But because these scholarships are
for women, little attention is paid.
Is it fair? At first glance it doesn't
seem so.
However, statistics show that
women make almost half the pay of
men doing the same job. They may
be getting the jobs first, but they are
not getting paid for it. And while
sexual
discrimination
may
be
disappearing in terms of hiring, men
arc still more likely to be promoted.

u**?*"
Karen Mangus. freshman, nursing.
loilisiillr

"I left my car at home because I
already think it's too high. I'd rather
walk. I wouldn't pay over $1.75."

Allen Young, freshman, industrial
education. I IUIIM illr
"$1.50. I could still afford to ride
my motorcycle al that price. If it
goes up they'll just have to get rid of
the big cars "

Is that fair?
Although two wrongs never make
a right, the advantages given young
college females may balance the
discrimination they will face when
they become employed.
It seems to be a vicious cycle.
Males must be discriminated against
for women to get jobs where they
will be discriminated against by
males.
Where does it end? Possibly with
our generation; perhaps we will be
the ones to stop looking at the
gender of job applicants, and look
at their qualifications instead. But
until women are guaranteed equal
pay and treatment on the job, it
seems only fair to give them a slight
edge when they begin their careers.

The Bureau for Manpower Services,
located al 242 W Main St., has applications available for anyone interested in factory work in a nearby
town. The 40-hour per week job will pay

IJsa Cavle. freshman, journalism.
I i .nikfoi I

"Probably $2.00. but that's it.
They just have to work something
out and lower prices or else no one
will be able to drive "

Ben Chen, graduate student, micro
biology. Taiwan.
"It's too expensive already. I
wouldn't buy it at all It is cheaper
here than in Taiwan. We will just
have to share fides "

a minimum of $3 40 per hour Applicants are required lo take a test
during spring break at the bureau of
lice, next to J (" Penney's

The Doctor's Bag

PABA

With the current hike in gasoline prices ... how high would you pay for a
gallon of gas before you would turn to other modes of transportation?
I photos bv Steve Brown)

Vicious cycle

positions reporting to the VicePresident for Public Service and
Special Programs: Director of
Academic Computing. Manager of
Administrative
Systems
and
Programming and Manager of Administrative Computer Operations
This set up could be restructured in the
future as responsibilities increase
Two advisory steering committees
were established, the Administrative
Computing Steering Committee and
Academic
Computing
Advisory
Committee
Through implementation of their
recommendations. Peat, Marwick.
Mitchell and Co. cited substantial
benefits, mainly the ability of the
University to attract and retain
students which will "increasingly
depend on administrative service levels
and the availability of computing
resources.
The organization said it believes the
University should begin as soon as is
practical to make the changes in the
computing system "We cannot stress
the urgency and high priority we
believe the University administration
should place on these efforts "
The assessment was based on interviews and questionnaires with
computer resources users, reviews of
current plans and available information in various reports and
manuals and meeting with the Special
Projects Task Force
In the area of administrative com
puling, the report included a
description of the current equipment
and application systems, a discussion
of alternate computing approaches,
recommended organization structure
and related personnel, floor space and
support software and the results of the
review of operations of the current data
center
In the area of academic computing.
Ihe report included a description of
current equipment and shared net
works, current utilization data,
potential uses of microprocessors, a
discussion of computing approaches,
projected computing requirements,
personnel requirements and floor
space, the use of administrative data
and the results of Ihe review of the
current data center

Applications
available

Bv JACKIE PKEIEEER
Staff Writer

Ivory So OftOM

Our mothers were raised to
believe thai a woman's place was in
ihe home. Exceptions were made
only for those families who chose to
become teachers or nurses; if they
ventured into the male fields of
business or law ihey were considered
lacking in maternal instincts.
The women of today are given a
new choice by society. Financial
circumstances make it necessary for
almost all women to work at some
lime in their lives and now more
women are choosing to combine
careers, homemaking and motherhood.

By JANETJACOBS
News Editor
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co., the
organization engaged to assist the
University in assessing its computer
resource needs, summarized their
findings in a report to President J C
Powell which is now available on
reserve in the library.
The organization sent the report in
November. 1979 stating their twophased plan to accomplish their objectives.
TTiese objectives were to "develop a
computing resources plan and
methodology for equipment, personnel,
space and software; to prepare an
equipment and operating systems
software bid specification to be submitted to equipment vendors, and to
evaluate the computer resources
organization structure, its placement
within the University's organization
and to recommend an improved
organization structure "
In the administrative systems, the
organization concluded that the
University basically does not have
automated systems in this area, but
rather certain narrow automated
functions It stated that the University
is several years behind other similar
higher education institutions as related
to their automated administrative
systems.
To meet this need, they recom
mended that the University replace the
current administrative equipment so
that an "appropriate comprehensive''
administrative system may be
acquired and implemented
In the area of academic computing,
ihe agency found the academic computing center meeting most of the
University's
needs
Primarily
specialized areas where lab or other
specialized equipment for a given
department was noted as the areas
where needs were not being met
The organization also recommended
an expansion of academic time-sharing
resources and some upgrading of
computers and related equipment
associated with the statewide computing network.
Other recommendations included a
revision of the University's data
processing personnel K with three

Coles Raymond M.D.
"With proper protection the sun
can be good for your skin." This
column on sunburn comes from
Harvard. That quote is from Dr.
Fiugerald, chief of dermatology at
Harvard Medical School.
There are six different kinds of
skin where sunburn is concerned,
and over a hundred lotions, and I
say it's spinach, a "a I'enfer cette
blague" which is French for "to hell
with that nonsense." After all, who
wants to memorize a bunch of lists
before checking the action on the
beach?
So here it all is boiled down. The
sun, the skin, the screens. Three
things and a list for your pocket or
purse.
The sun has rays, most of which
arc harmless. That would be visible
light, infrared heat rays, and
ultraviolet TANNING rays. They
are fine and peachy. All you have to
worry about are the ultraviolet
BURNING rays.
No sweat. Just slap on the PABA!
Who needs PABA?
All the people with fair skin, red
or blond hair, blue or hazel eyes
who burn and peel easily, and those
that tan very little and slowly. Call
ihem type A.
If you arc lair skinned and burn
moderately and tan after two or
three sensible exposures, or are one
of us mediterranean types (French,
Italian, Spanish, Greek, etc.) you
could be called type B.
If you are brownish (Asistic,
Mexican, Arab, etc.) or black, let's
call you type C. You will tan easily,
deeply and will only burn after an
exposure that would fry a Scandinavian to a blistered crisp. Yes,
blacks can tan. That is they get
darker if exposure is excessive.
So what? Well, here's what.
Your skin reacts to ultraviolet
Brays PERMANENTLY. Its response to every single B-ray is

DEGENERATIVE AND PERMA
NENT. For the rest of your life.
Additive, thai is. wiih enough of il
for long enough you get what we call
an aclinic skin. You see il on the
backs of farmers' and golfers' and
sailors' necks—thick skin, with
millions of tiny wrinkles.
That is nothing bui the sum of
every ultraviolet B (or aclinic) ray
thai ever hit those necks, (or faces,
or cleavages, or what have you). So
if you arc a type A, and don't care
for a wrinkled clcaveagc (ugh!), use
PABA.
O.K., Final remarks - what's
PABA and which sunscreens have
it?
PABA is paraminobenzoic acid,
so there! It blocks out burning rays
almost completely; it is a must for A
types. Il is found in:
PRESUN
PABANOL
ALOE
PABA
PRETAN
LOTION
ECLIPSE GEL
(or ask your pharmacist)
Somewhat less expensive (and
effective) are the chemical cousins
Of PABA. They are good for Type
B's and next best for A's. They
include:
Eclipse

Sundown
Sun Guard
(or ask your pharmacist)
If it doesn't have PABA or a
related compound, it is better than
nothing, but not much.
There have to be a lot more
PABA related sunscreens on the
market. They weren't mentioned in
what I read, so I don't know what
they are (Harvard
is terribly
exclusive, you know).
To sum up, go to the pharmacist
and siy "P/\BA." That's a plug for
a chemical, not a product.
Well, so long, kids. A happy
paraminobenzoic acid to you all!
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Placement Pipeline
INTERVIEW

all leaching fields when scheduling an
interview I

1 All interviews will be held in Ihe
Division ol Career Development &
Placement. :119 .lones Bldg
2 Students who wish to schedule
interviews must sign up in person at Ihe
Division Differ
119 Jones Bldg.
Moiidax Kriday from8 a.m 4 :to p m
1 Interview appointments can he
scheduled after organization recruiting
details .ire announced in Ihe FVI or
Faster*.
Progress
'Placement

• cnlurv
21 Aaro Kralty Corp.
I rvint;(on
IIIISII.IV . March I
Positions
Heal
Kslale Sales
Ira linn's
Qualifications: Itachelors degree in
Business Adm . Heal Kslale or other
related fields

I.
KMI'IDVMKNT
I'HIM Kill l!KS

HI TI.KH COI'VrV M IIOOI.S - Ohio
Thursday. March fi

Kit. Iinoiii'llrv I nmpani
Ueilnesdav. March .'•

Interviewing all certified candidates
for 1980-81 anticipated vacancies
'Klemcntary. Junior
High
and
Secondary i.
Spring Break - \o Campus Recruiters
March Ill-It
I i.uiklin County Schools - Kenluckv
Tuesday. March IN
Interviewing all Special Education
certified candidates for 1980-81 project
openings - Secondary and Elementary
level
NOTE Kale afternoon and evening
schedule

Pipeline!
4 The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is Ihe com
pleiinnnl .1 Placement Data Sheet This
lorni is part
<>l
the Placement
Kegislrutinn Packet which is available
in I h<'Division Office !fl9 Jones Bldg A
complete set of placemen) credentials
i^ recommended In support your em
ploymenl or professional
graduate
M'hool search

Positions & IJII.ilifo .■ lions
Customer Service Representative BBA
All Business Kields
Manufacturing Management Trainee
Its
BBA
MBA
Ind Tech.
Management & other Engineer
Belated Areas
t'omputer Operator Programmer US BBA Computer Science * EDP
Accounting Reserve Trainee • BBA Vccounting Finance

Hills Department Stores
Tuesdav and Werinrsdav. March IN and
l!l
Positions: Retail Slore Management
and Security Management Trainees
Qualifications: Bachelors or Masters
degrees
in
Business
Adm .
Management, Marketing. Security and
Safety
SOI TIIWKSTKRN CITY SCHOOLS OHIO
Thursday. March 211
Interviewing all interested and
certified candidates for
1980 81
vacancies at Elementary. Middle and
High School levels
NOTE All interviewees must attend
general information session about Ihe
school district Wednesday evening.
March 19th

II i \MPl s INTERVIEWS
I ideliiv I iiinii life Insurance to.
I i ol.it. t-'cln uarv -11
Positions Sales Trainees
Qualifications Ml majors interested
in Sale- Marketing career
i.incr.it Telephone Company »i Ken

luck*
I i ill.ix . I'clii u.irv _ti
Positions
Management
and
Technical Trainees
i/iinlificuimns US BBA in Industrial
Technologv
or
Business
Ad
miiiist ration
Wilson, shaiinoo
panv
Ohio
I ridav Kehriiarv
Positions Stall
Qualifications
\ccntinting

\ Ohcilicld \ Com2!l
Accountants
BBA or MBA

in

Internal Itevenur Service
Momljv A Tursdav . March :i & I
\i' IK
Hclurn visit to interview

February 12thand i.tih candidates who

College life Insurance Cmnpanv
Wcdnrsdav. March .'i
Positions Sales Trainees
Qualifications All majors interested
in Sales
Marketing Career
Waireii I nuiitv Schools - Kenluckv
Mcilncsihiv . March Ti
Interviewing lor the Inflow ing 1980 81
anticipated vacancies Kindergarten.
Klemenlarv. Junior III. Special

Kducalion

KMll.

TMll.

IJ).

ED.

Speech X Hearing ft Mull
Handicapped'. Senior Hi interviews for
Math. English iW-mistrv. Physics.
Biology. Social Studies. Industrial Arts.
Musk'
Micro - Device* t orporalion - Kenluckv
Wedncsdav . March .'»
Positions Manufacturing & Quality
Control Management Trainees
Qualifications BS
BBA Industrial
lech, or Bus Adm with Technical
Imckground
N'trTE
Currenl opening
-Main
lenance Koreman. London. KV plant

School District ol l.rcenville County •
Snulh Carolina
Thursday. March 211
Interviewing for Ihe following fields:
I lcnicnl.il v
llrades 4. .1 and fi. Art. Librarian.
Music. Special Education."OH. LD. VH.
KMIIi. Speech Therapist
Junior High
An.
English.
Librarian.
Mathematics, Science. Special Ed
KMll LI) Elli. Industrial Arts
Secondary School
Art.
Librarian.
Mathematics.
Science Vocational
Industrial Arts

could not schedule interview limes
lellcison I oiinlv Schools • Kenluckv
MOIMI;IV . M.irth I
Interviewing for I'IHII HI Special
Fducaiton certified candidates only
MilK Interviewing late afternoon
rarlv evening
licit ronir Data Svslems (orporalion
I iiisdjv . Mai i li I
Positions' Systems Engineering
Development Program Trainees
, (Qualifications Bachelorj »r Masters
• in t'omputer Science, KDP Math
St. Bernard FIIIIWIHMI Place Schools ■
i lino
IOCMI.IV . March I
Interviewing lor IHHIIHI positions in
Spanish French.Science Math Math.
Knuhsh i»\VK
tien
Music. Band
Director and Klemenlarv Teachers
Note second certification requests on

I cslje I iHintv Schools
lliinsdav. March li
Interviewing tbjftnllnwing certified
holds Math Biology Ceneral Science,
•special Ed
I'MH' and Klemcntary
\<>TK I .ale afternoon and evening
schedule
Hoses Mores. Inc.
'Iliiirsdav. March li

III.
SIMMER
INTERNSHIP
I'HIH.HWI
The lollowing internships' are
available Please contact the Division
ol Career Development & Placement.
119 Jones lor available details
1 Lilian follows Program
New
York Cllv. Cilv (invernment & NonI'rolit
2 Atlanta Crban Corp - Agency
Positions

Positions
Retail
Management
Trainee*
Qualifications BS
B.\
BBA in
Business Administration
Marketing
and other majors interested in Retail
store Management Career

Oops...
In last week's article concerning the
Student Court, two errors were made
Andy Stewart's name was written as
\m\ Stewart and Frank Horecny's
iiame was also mis-spelled The
Pragma apologizes for these mistakes

\tt TIKK &
RCBBRR
I OMPWY
Thursday. March «
Positions Ri'tail Store Management
Trainees
I.OODVI:

UP TO

Film awards forms available
Entry forms and comprehensive
rules are now available for Ihe Seventh
Annual Student Film Awards com
petition, a program of Ihe Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and
the Academy Koundalinn
The competition, co-sponsored by
The Bell Sysjen^. r^a/digxcf>llence4ap
-indent 'filmmaking al colleges and
universities nationwide with cash
grants and recognition from the leaders
of the motion picture industry
The national Student Film Awards
ceremony, scheduled for June H. 1980.
al the Academy's Samuel Onldwvn
Theater in Beverly Hills. Calif, will
honor films in four categories
animation, documentary, dramatic and
experimental

Winning student filmmakers in each
category receive awards of $1000 and
are flown to lxis Angeles for the awards
ceremony In addition up to two merit
awards of $500 may he awarded in each
category. as well as an honorary award
of $750 given at the aca
discretion.
,i
To he eligible for Ihe competiti
film must have been completed after
April 2. 1979. as a class-relaled project
in any accredited institution of higher
learning in the I'nited States.
Deadline for entries is March 24, in
Kentucky
. Six regional committees composed of
faculty, local film professionals.
journaliSD) and critics will review
entries in preliminary judging Films

BONUS for first time
donors with this ad.

£) plasma
alliance
Laxington. Ky.
2043 Oxford Circl.
Cardinal V allay Shopping C.nur

FOR SPECIAL
ANTIBODIES

2548047
Houra: Moo.. Tuaa.. Thur». 8 am
Wad. Ffi. 8 am 7 pm
Sat. 8 am 3 pm

are judged on originality, entertainment, resourcefulness of the
filmmaker and production quality without regard to cost of production or
subject matter
Kegional judges will not consider
• aubjrntted by schools outside their
artat have sole Vlpon
siDilHy ' " ffm
I final selections
to be lufamOT for national com
petition.
Knlry forms, rules, and a list of
regional coordinators and their
districts may be obtained free by
writing Kar<
Arandjelovich at the
Academy of lotion Picture Arts and
Sciences. 8949 Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly
Hills. Calif . 90211. or by calling '213)
278 8990

She was married at 13.
She had four kids
by the time she was 20.
She's been hungry and poor.
She's been loved and cheated on.
She became a singer and a star
because it was the only way
she knew to survive.

Expires June 30, 1980

PER MONTH FOR
PLASMA DONATIONS

555

(CD&P)

Qualifications Bachelors Degree in
any field interested in Store Mgt
Career.

9 pm

Student
Special
Sale
Large Selection

Brittinia & French Star
Reg. *18.95-'27.95

Vest R
$699 M5.96

<£

15

99
CfrWfHtne*

Kennington Tops
$g99 Qr 2/$1 0°°

Dress & Casual Shoes

$

24"

SISSY SPACER TOMMY LEE,JONES
"COAL MINERS DAUGHTER"
also starring BEVERLY DANGELO LEVON HELM Screenplay by TOM RICRMAN
Baaed on the Autobiography by LORETTA LYNN with GEORGE VECSEY
Executive Producer BOB LARSON Produced by BERNARD SCHWARTZ
Directed by MICHAEL APTED A BKKNAKH SCHWARTZ Production A UNIVERSAL PICTURE U
IPG'HMBn*

^*\

'"«"•"■>--"- — *"'■-•

'.,■

•.-.«—*..

lf-.IMVI.K.sA,,1TVKT.I.fcls,'A1J.H.4II>KlJ*.KV„.

Opening March 7 at a theatre near you
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Students get specialization

Agriculture Department
offers soil curriculum
By .IANFT JACOBS
New* Kdllor
A soils cunicuhun, which is now in its
second year, is being offered through
the Agriculture Department to enable
students to get a specialisation in this
particular field.

I -ast year three students qualified for
the specialisation and this year the
number increased to six according to
Dr William Householder, professor of
agriculture The department expects
an annual output of about 12 students
each year eventually.
In order to hold a federal or state
ranking as a soil scientist, a person is
required to have a minimum of 15 hours
of college credits in soils training. The
University's program offers a total of
21 hours.
With this specialization, a student
may seek a job with the Soil Conservation Service iSCS). Last summer,
three students co-oped with the SCS:
David Stipes, Earl Johnson and Rodney
Hendrickson. Upon graduation, the
students are automatically employed
bv the SCS

"These three will all probably be
District Conservationists heading up a
county office within the next five
years." said Householder.
One of the reasons it is a good area
now is becauke the SCS has a lot of
people retiring and jobs are opening up
for men and women, explained
Householder
The SCS is in « states and has many
reclamation jobs, especially where
surface mining occurs, though jobs
depend on how much money is appropriated to the service, he added
"It's not a field that will become
overcrowded - there's not a lot of
glamour in it like wildlife." stated the
professor.
t
The curriculum qualifies students to
work in strip mines and for coal
companies in the area of reclamation.
There is also a great need for inspectors
and field, men in this area, stated
Householder
Students interested in the program do
not have to be agriculture majors to
qualify
for
the
specialization.
Householder said the basic soils course

has 100 to 120 students each year from
wildlife management, environmental
resources and pre-forestry majors as
well as agriculture and horticulture
majors for which it is a core course
"Only about 20 percent will go on
through the whole program." he added
The curriculum is taught by Dr.
Dwight Barkley, chairman of the
agriculture department. Tom Knight,
assistant professor, and Householder
Students engage in examination and
evaluation of soils and soil judging,
distinguish soil types and the physical
and chemical properties of soil and
learn various soil and water conservation practices.
Throughout the soils curriculum the
students take field trips to local farms,
water shed management projects and
the Kentucky River within their two
hour lab period.
"The program is rather demanding a program where a person has got to
like the out-of-doors and the land," he
stated. "But it's attracting some pretty
good people."

Richmond; Doug Clayton, a senior from Independence: and
Tim Harlan. a junior from West Palm Beach. Fla

David Baltenberger, a junior from Louisville, (seated) explains the relationship of soil and water movement to fellow
agronomy students t left to right) David Stipes, a senior from

Adds 26 scholars-at-large

Truman Scholarship Program expands on trial basis
The Board of Trustees of the Harry S
Truman Scholarship Foundation has
approved an expansion of the Truman
Scholarship Program by 26 scholars to
.i total of 79 scholars on a trial-basis for
the I9R0-81 academic year only, according to the Honorable John W.
*Snyder. chairman of the Board of
Trustees,
Mr said the Board of Trustees ap
proved the one-year trial expansion
after careful study of the Foundation's
available reserves "

I'nder the expansion plan. 26
scholars-at-large will be named for the
I'M" Ri academic year in addition to the
5.1 scholars that normally are selected
annually
The 26 scholars-at-large will be
recommended lo the Board by the
Foundation's 13 Regional Review
Panels
Fach review panel will recommend
two scholars-at-large and name two
alternates. Snyder said.
Thus, the total program for 1980-81
will be 79 scholars, he added, stressing

that the expansion is currently being
conducted on a trial-basis and that the
Hoard of Trustees will discuss and
review the possiblility of permanently
expanding the number of scholars
during its scheduled meeting in April
Snyder said he believes the expansion
of the program will be particularly
helpful in generating more awareness
of and participation in The Truman
Scholarship Program.
Foundation Executive Secretary
Malcolm McCormack said the Foundal ion's endowment, which was

Always in season
and seasoned to
please.

Eastern By-Pass
624-2839

SANCHOS

1

ENCHILADAS

78

1

38

Offer Expires 3/6/80

Offer Expires 3/6/80

What a Mouthful!

What a Mouthful!

established by Congress, is currently
generating sufficient funds to permit
this one-time expansion
"Simply speaking," he added, "at
this time we have the funds available lo
support this trial-basis expansion of the
Foundation's scholarships "
Since it began operations three years
ago. the Truman Scholarship Foundation annually has awarded 51
scholarships-one to a resident nominee
in each of the 50 slates, the District of
Columbia. Puerto Rico and. considered
as a single entity, (iuam. the Virgin

CELEBRATING
SHIRLEY'S BIRHTDAY
MONTH

The scholars are selected through
nationwide competition and must be at
the end of their sophomore year when
I hey are nominated
In addition to being outstanding
-.Indents, candidates are required to
demonstrate a desire to serve their
country via a long-range career inleresl in and potential for government
service
The lirst scholarships were awarded
in I!I77 and the 198(1 Truman Scholars.
covering the 1980-R1 academic year,
uill be the (ourth class of scholars

Start Your Day Off Right
Afternoon Buffet.
ALL YOU
CAN EAT!

If you've read this far,
you will know that
Shirley & Co. in
Shoppers-Village is
celebrating Shirley's
birthday month.
Shirley's girls will give
guys & go4s M0.00 OFF
of any PERM during the
month of March.

2

29

Monday - Saturday 11:00 - 2:30 pm
Our Buffet includes Pizza,
Breadsticks and Salad Bar.

We figure for a birhtday anything
goes even a little bribery.

Have iour Next Party
At

CRA^Y
SHIRLEY'S
624-2222
VISA & Master Charge Accepted

Professional

Islands. American Samoa and the
Pacific Trust Territories.
Recently the first of 11 Regional
Review Panels began interviewing
semifinalists for consideration as 1980
Truman Scholars
The Truman Scholarship Foundation,
established by Act of Congress as a
living memorial to the nation's llrd
president, provides the Truman scholar
,i maximum of 15,000 per year for up to
lour years <>f college covering two years
iif undergraduate and two years of
graduate studies

Ptwattwa
WATER STREET

623-7752
623-7759
FREE DELIVERY

Service
FRIED CHICKEN

The taste that made
the South love chicken
at prices chicken-lovers love.

Contact Lens
(Downtown)

228 WEST MAIN

Eye Examinations And Glasses
In Same Office
All Type Of Contact Lens Available

ALL DAYWEDNESDAY

U.S. 25
SOUTH
NEXT TO
CLARK
MOORES
SCHOOL

2

05

COMPLETE DINNER

ALL WORK DONE BY PROFESSIONALS

Phone 623-3367

Regular '2.56 Value

Our Second

Includes: 3 Pieces Honey-Dipped Fried Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes and Gravy, Cole Slaw and One
Hot Butter-Tastin Biscuit

Location Eastern By-Pass

Copyright 1977
Famous Recipe
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Oiganizations
Democrats plan
busy year

Judo Club
gains members

K\ S\R Ml KKKTTY
„ Staff Writer
This semester is going lo be a very
•>ns> one lor l.inda House, president of
Voting Democrats Recently. House
summed up her anticipations for the
cluh in l«n
This is going to he an exciting year
Iwausr of the upcoming national
elections in November That's why we
ni-cd lo yet readv this semester." she

Hv DKAN HOI.T
City Editor
Despite problems such as loss of
membership due to injuries or trouble
in obtaining the use of University
facilities, the University Judo Club has
steadily increased in membership since
the club was initiated two years ago.
The club has increased membership
from 10-15 members to approximately
SO. according to Price Jacobs, a
sophomore industrial arts teaching
major who serves as an instructor for
the club Jacobs formed the club during
his first semester at the University
He said that when he came to the
University, he was told a judo group
existed, but there was no such
organization, so he formed his own
Jacobs said he didn't think the club
would grow to the size it now is. with the
Hub being ranked as the top beginner's
club in the stale Several of the female
club members ranked high in the state,
he said.
During the two years the club has
been on campus, problems have arisen
such as finding University facilities lo
practice in and for film presentations
Jacobs said the club is basically
oriented towards teaching its members
self defense, but it is introduced to the
members as a sport To his suprise.
Jacobs continued, many of the members join the club for a form of exercise
and not so much as for its self-defense
aspects
The club members perform several
demonstrations annually in dormitories, he said Members have also
appeared at halftime of basketball
games and in dormitories

-..id

It cerlainl) will he an exciting year
lor the Hub, as the presidential election
comes onl) once every four years

'This will be an
exciting year
because of the . . .
national elections'
The I niversit) >nung Democrats is
.in associate member of the state
\ nuns Democrats Membership is open
'" am registered voter from 18 to 35
i ears nl age
Its purpose is "lo
•tnnulate in voung people an active
nterest in governmental affairs "
Mihough
mans
members are
|niliticnl seienee majors, the majority
.ire not Young Democrats is made up
• •I students who take an active interest
HI politics ,ii Iwith the state and national
level
\ ke\ word to describe Young
Democrats is "involvement " Last
year the club helped with the Madison
County Democratic rally, and sponsored man) speakers during the state
elections Among the speakers to come
'ii the I niversits were Phyllis George
It row n Francis Jones Mills, and
Martha l.a> neCollins House noted that
ill of the candidates that spoke or were
represented at the University were
elected to office
\nother activity the club is involved
uiih is the yearl) state convention of
Young Democrats held in May The
I niversilx Young Democrats is usually

able to send as many members that
would like to with expenses being paid
by the club and sometimes by individual members
Later this spring, the Young
Democrats plan to have to mock
election lo find out who the favored
presidential candidate among students
is This would not be limited to the
Democratic ticket, but toother parties
as well
House pointed out that although
politics is the main reason that Young
Democrats exists, the club tries to lean
toward social activities as well With so
many clubs on campus centered around
a major field of study or a particular
hobby, the Young Democrats feel they
are quite different. The club offers
activities and social events for the
student who just wants to be involved
w ith an interested, active group
Meetings are informal and give the
members time to socialize as well as
discuss club business At the end of the
semester the Young Democrats hope to
have a banquet for both new and old
members
A member herself for three years.
House has been directly or indirectlyinvolved in politics for many years
With a father who helps out in many
campaigns and a brother on the
executive committee of
Laurel
County's Young Democrats. House
naturally became active in Young
Democrats once at the University
Now a senior specializing in communication disorders. House plans to
stay active in Young Democrats after
uradualion
The next
meeting of
Young
I >cmocrals will he Wednesday. Pen 27
Location and time will be announced in
the KYI prior to the meeting Anyone
interested in meeting the members and
linding out more about the cluh is
welcome lo come
Kor more information, students may contact House
at
5322. or Carl Kremer. vicepresident, at 5210

Big brothers
Two Phi Beta Sigma brothers. Stephen Winfrey, a senior music merchandising
major from Jamestown i left • and William Bush. Jr.. a senior law enforcement
major from Lexington and fraternity president ' right I escort honorary brother
Alou White of l.cxinglnn 'center' to a recent basketball game between the
Colonels and Morehead

Former press
secretary to speak
The March ".th meeting of the
University chapter of Kentucky Young
Democrats will feature a presentation
hj Malcolm Kildufl who served
President John K Kennedy as assistant
iwoss secretary and witnessed his
assassination in Dallas

Also attending the 8 p.m. meeting in
llerndon lounge will he his wife who
also has a fascinating background
haying
been an
administrative
assistant lor the Kureau of Public
\llairs
The Kilduffs retired three years ago
and currently live in Beattyville.
Kildufl is the director of the newly■ •Mahhshed I.ee-Owsley Health Exchange
ii <|iicslion answer session will follow
Kildufl's comments and refreshments
will he available. Kor further inlormatlnn contact l.inda House. Young
I lemocrats' president

Kilduff was employed If- years by the
U S Department of State licforc his
lirst political appointment under
Dwighl Klsenhower He also worked
with Lyndon Johnson In IWH In Hubert
Humphrey's \<*t» and IV72 campaign,
Kildrufl was appointed minimal ion
officer

the club is not all talk. Although the
club does try to teach members the
rules of the art. part of the one and a
half hours- members meet three times
per week are used for practice.
In matches, an opponent can either
be defeated by rolling them, forcing
them lo submit or pinning them for :I0
seconds or longer

While broken toes and separated
shoulders are part of the pitfalls of the
club practices, there are very few injuries in actual matches against other
college teams The University team is
the largest in the state, he said, with
four other colleges and university
teams in the state.

Society
saves
wildlife
Bvt'HKRYI.JONKS
Staff Writer
The powerful cougar, majestic eagle,
awesome grizzly bear and graceful
trumpeter swan, these magnificent
animals are all in danger of extinction.
The Wildlife Society is concerned
with the future of wildlife and urge all
interested persons to come and leam
about the nation's most valuable
resource -and how to help protect and
preserve it
Conservation and protection of
habitat and working toward laws that
help to protect wildlife are the
organizations' main goals.
Conservation is of vital concern to the
Wildlife Society and they illustrated
this by clearing Pilot Knob. Grassy
Knob and into Creek of debris and also
by conducting water quality tests.
This spring the Wildlife Society will
he holding an Identification Workshop
in illustrate the importance of wildlife
and what is being done to help protect
wild animals and their habitat The
society is also planning a project for
National Wildlife Week
l.ynn Thorton. secretary of the
treasury, commented on the impnrtance of the organization. "It's a
'worthwhile project that gives you a lot
■ ■I satisfaction "
Dues are $1 50 per semester
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Healthy Tan
Mill Creek

Sunday 2-4
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Old fashion DARK tanning lotion
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$
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$
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Campus Clips
Quintan speaks
The Association of IJW Enforcement
will meet this afternoon at 4:30 in the
.liiRRers Room of the Powell Building
Speaking on the topic of terrorism will
!*■ Patrick Quintan, program supervisor of the Bureau of Training

Refugees aided
"To help meet the critical needs of
the hundreds of thousands of refugees
pouring
into
Pakistan
from
Afghanistan. CARE has committed an
initial
$500,000
for
immediate
emergency relief." Jane Patrick.
Regional Oirector of the international
.ml and development agency, announced Feb. 12.
There are some 500.000 registered
refugees."
Patrick
said.
"but
thousands more of these desperate
people scramble over the border and
disappear into the countryside "
Normally between 50.000 and 100.000
Afghans-most are members of
nomadic tribes-cross the border during
the winter and then return to
Afghanistan, but now they are staying
in Pakistan
Patrick described the population in
me Pakistani refugee camp as "mainly
young children, women and older
men '"

Many of the children are barefoot
and lack warm clothing." she added.
From 1949 until programs were
suspended last year. CARE operated a
wide variety of aid projects in Pakistan
and
also
supplied
emergency
assistance during periods of flooding
and political conflict.
contributions for the refugees in
Pakistan may be made to the CARE
Afghan Refugees Fund. CARE.
Columbus. Ohio 43216.

Job Fair
sponsored by
Nursing
The College of Allied Health and
Nursing will sponsor a Job Fair Feb. 29
from 9:30 am to 2 p.m. in the Keen
Johnson Building. Representatives of a
wide variety of health care agencies
will be on hand to provide information
about employment in their field
The college will sponsor a seminar
March 7 on "The Nurse as Group
leader" for nurses who are new to
group leadership. The seminar leader
is Celeste Shawler
Information on these programs may
l>e obtained from l.vnn Voight. Room
215. Perkins Building 622-2143 or 622.1104
Questionnaires consist of about 60
statements concerning characteristics
of the program, with agree-disagree or
poor to-excellent ratings as response
options.

In addition to making judgments
about a standard set of statements
concerning each graduate program,
respondents are asked to indicate their
own personal characteristics, training
and experience and report recent
academic
or
professional
achievements.
They are also asked to answ r up to
10 questions prepared by the department itself to inquire about pecific
local concerns and program elements
No names are requested >n the
questionnaires and all information is
confidential.
Questionnaires used in the GPSA
service have been adapted from similar
questionnaires developed in the mid1970s by Educational Testing Service
<ETS> in cooperation with committees
of graduate deans and faculty members.
Those surveys were used by ETS to
study quality of doctoral education for
the Council of Graduate Schools under a
grant from the National Science
Foundation.
For additional information, write to
Graduate Program Se'f-Assessment
Service. Box 2878. Educational Testing
Service. Princeton. NJ 08541. or call
16091921-9000. ext 2072

(in Feb. 29 and March I. the Occupational Therapy Clinical Council,
including supervisors of clinical
training
from
Kentucky
and
surrounding states, will meet
The
session will include a workshop on
writing behavioral objectives by Mrs
Davis Gardner of the University of
Kentucky Learning Resource Center
The meeting will also elect representatives to the American Occupational
Therapy Association meeting at
Denver April 11-13.

Nursing
programs

Radio experience

rnree programs in allied health and
nursing have been scheduled at the
University

Nutrition Month
"To Hit Your Stride
Eat Smart "
This is the theme of National Nutrition
Month, which begins this Saturday The
Food and Nutrition Club will be involved with several activities to
promote this annual event
Among the projects planned are
posters, radio and television spots, a
campus survey and an exhibit in the
library, all of which are aimed at
promoting Rood nutrition for the public
Interested persons may call Mark at
2347 with any questions concerning the
Food and Nutrition Club.

An hour-long journey through our
luturc world is I he subject of a "Radio
Experience" to be broadcast on
National Public Radio member station
WEKU-KM 'KH9i on Thursday. Fcb 28
.it « :to p in

MAKING ASPLASH!

The Week
Ahead

Tuesday. March 4
Tonight at 8 30 the Department of
Music in conjuction with the University
Centerboard will begin a Symposium of
20th Century Music featuring the
Aeolian (Tiamher Players in the Brock
Auditorium The Symposium, consisting o.f Four concerts and clinics are
free
Wednesday. March >
Jon Voight stars in The Champ
tonight and will he shown at 7 and H
p m

ByCIIKRVI. JONES
Staff Writer
Today. Feb. 28
The EKU Concert Band will be
providing a free program of music
tonight at I 30 in Brock Auditorium
Linda Carafello. from the Internal
Revenue Service, will speak this afternoon on the job opportunities
available
for
law
enforcement
graduates Alpha Phi Sigma will be
sponsoring the speaker and the speech
will be presented at 5:30 p.m. in Conlerence Room Dof the Powell Building
Friday. Feb. 29
For those interested in careers with
health-care agencies, the College of
Applied Health and Nursing will
sponsor a Job Fair today from 9:30-2 00
in Ihe Keen Johnson building. Deborah
Sutherland will present a voice recital
tonight in Brock Auditorium at 8 30 M
is (ree to Ihe public

New Graduate
Service

Saturdav. March I
One of the scariest movies ever
made. "Halloween" will be shown
tonight in the Ferrel Room at 7 and 9
Ntindav. March 2
Tonight's movie of the University
Film Series is "You Light Up My Life"
from which the hit theme song
originated It will be shown at 7 and 9
Monday. March 3
"You Light Up My Life" will continue
to he shown in the Ferrell Room of the
Combs Building at 7 and 9 p.m

A new service to help graduate
schools examine the effectiveness of
their doctoral programs is being of
lered jointly by the Graduate Record
Examinations Board and the Council of
Graduate Schools
The Graduate Program
Sell
Assessment iCPSA> service uses
questionnaires to gather judgments
about a doctoral program from faculty
members, students and alumni
Designed to serve as part of a
school's overall evaluation effort, it
provides information in 12 areas, including
curriculum,
quality
of
leaching, student commitment and
motivation and faculty work environment

isney World
presents

The Front Maillot
$

17

Halter Bikini

•14
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They're the best
looking suits under
the sun. Cut to
make the most of
what you've -got*.«

Perfect for the
serious swimmer
and water babies
alike.
Junior Sizes
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0
ATHLETIC
SPORT
BOXER

8.50
Athletic boxer of
polyester-cotton

In the Magic Kingdom
Florida-bound over Spring Break? Then say "T.G.I.FF" to our Fantastic Friday lineup of superstars. It's a rock festival dream come true — all for regular Magic Kingdom admission prices.

poplin, solid colors
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
—Downtown—
Daily 9:30-5:00 Fri. 9:30-8:00
Sat. 9:30-6:00 Sun. 1:30-5:30

Fantastic Friday
March 14

Fantastic Friday
March 21

Fantastic Friday
March 28

The Dirt Band

Rupert Holmes

Nick Gilder

"An American Dream"

Now. two great ways to charge!

Papa John Creach
with special guest,

dCPenney

This
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Call
625-3106

The Guess Who

"Hot Child in the City"

"Escape"
(The Pina Colada Song)

Marshall Chapman
Dixie Dregs

Come for a day-long fantasy feast in the Magic Kingdom of
Walt Disney World. Enjoy super entertainment. Plus, the
thrill of such world-famous adventures as Space
Mountain, the Haunted Mansion. Jungle Cruise and more
You'll find over 45 Magic Kingdom attractions in all. All
within easy reach of any Florida beach

Livingston Taylor
with special guest,

The Amazing
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BEACH

WALT DISNEY
WORLD
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Campus Olympics
discussed
in IMIN MINW
Staff Writer
Campus Olympics and Inter dorm
elections were some of the topics
discussed al the Women's Interdorm

•meeting Tuesday
Lisa Sons, a graduate student in
Kecreation. spoke to the group about
organizing the Campus Olympics
Thirteen events are planned including
backgammon, swimming. Softball
throwing, and chess Registration for
Ihe competition in residence halls
begins March I Each hall will have its
individual competitions between March
17 and April :i
On March 18, there will be a meeting
of all those who wish to help with the
Olympics al T pm in the Merndon
l.ounge
The deadline for dorm champions to
enter Ihe campus wide competition is
April 7 The Olympics will take place
the week of April 13 to 19
Women's Interdorm
passed a
resolution supporting the Olympics and
urged those in charge to work through
ihe various activities chairmen in the
• Inrms
('aria Doyle, chairman of the Elections committee, gave out the rules
governing the upcoming elections of
new officers She also talked about the
election dales Al the next meeting on
March IK nominations will be taken lor
the offices ol (resident, vice-president
secretary, and treasurer Elections for
these offices will be held on April I
Mary Ann Salerno, president
en■ ouraged .ill ol the members to con
-ider running lor office
Only present members ol Interdorm
< an run lor these offices
Mart Kcmpcr discussed l.as Vegas
mghl. which will take place Tuesday
March 28 in the grill A motion was
passed in consider giving the money
made Irom this venture to the I'niled
Way
Little Sib's weekend is planned on
April II In 1.1 This is where little
iTolher and sisters of people in men and
women s interdorm come to campus to
stay lor the weekend
Chris Ernst, chairman ol those in
charge of Ihe liridal show said lhal $IWi
was made on that venture ln!erd»rm is
considering pulling they money into a
leadership scholarship lund

•>

I

Spring Break

Libertarians
organize

Tanna flicks announced lhal a
Handicapped Awareness Day will be
taking place sometime after spring
break
The next
Women's
Interdorm
meeling will take place on Tuesday
March 18

Internship
offers
money.
credit
B> IMMMC'NAY
Staff Writer
Have you ever thought lhal you could
make money, gel government experience and gain credit al the same
lime0 Well, with Ihe Administrative
Intern Program you can
The Administrative Intern program
oilers juniors and seniors with a 26
lll'A or above lo chance lo work for a
stale agency in Krankforl
This program is highly competitive in
lhal nnh fifteen students from colleges
across Ihe stale are selected Applicants are lirsl screened by Ihe Undergraduate Programs Committee of
Ihe Department of Political Science
who then selects ihe University's
t harles Wright, national president of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity from New York
nominees These nominees then go to
makes a point during a recent talk on campus Wright came to the University to
Krankforl lor a personal interview
talk about "Issues KacinR Black Organizations " (photoby Brian Hottsi
Despite ihe competitiveness of the
program the University has been very
kuccessful in placing students inlo Ihe
program Two students are currently in
Krankforl Mike Itchier, who is a junior
political science major and Paula
By MAI.F.KNA DOl (.1. \s
DPMA is open to all students whose
\hles, who is a minor broadcasting and
Staff writer
major is consistent with electronic data
loumalsim major Hehler is working in
The
Data
Processing
Management
processing
the Department of Local (iovernment
Association i DPMAi is an organization
According lo President Joanie Zetand Miles is currenlh in the office of
lhal
has
just
recently
found
its
roots
at
zer. the purpose of DPMA is "to better
Public liit.irin.il mi]
Ihe University
acquaint students, with the field outThose who are interested in Ihe intern
II was started last fall when a group
side "
program should contact Dr Itnbert
of data processing students saw the
The group will do this by developing a
Kline in Ihe political science depart
need for such an organization The
belter understanding of the nature and
menl
All applications need to be
students worked with their advisers.
functions of data processing, and
completed along with a transcript and
Carol Stull and Dr Mesbah Ahmed, and
enabling students lo better understand
Iwo letters of reference by faculty
wrole a constitution And the new
the current vital business of data
members, i>\ March M
organization was founded
processing

DPMA. which has a pretty big
membership for a new group, is pretty
active on campus A guest speaker and
a field trip are included in each month s
activities
Among the activities of DPMA are a
tour last October of the Bureau of
(omputing Services in Krankforl. a
lour of administrative computing on
campus, and a lour of the IBM Information Systems Division
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AMUSEMENT CENTER
GOR GAR - TALKING GAME
GROUND SHAKER-RACING PIN GAME
FUTURE SPA-WIDE BODIED GAME
OF SPACE AND TIME

JW anz

$2.00 OH With This
I Coupon & Student ID. j

mouid McOon.id |0«im|
(.nck.tt Pott wood
Shall* Nolmd
VIIIIII Karby
Mary Andarson

OPEN 8 TIL 7

DPMA also participated in Ihe CIA
Organizations Day and made Christ
mas centerpieces for Ihe Kenwood
Home They provide tutoring for KDP
students and are selling megaphones as
a fund-raiser
The future activities of DPMA in
elude a stalewide COBOL program
ming contest in April. "COBOL is Ihe
language of data processing.'' Zelzer
explained
DPMA also plans to start a computer
dating service

•
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Fast/Free Delivery
Cn A
Oa£4

1/11/1 Free Cokes with
•£**•£•* delivery ,ustask'

130 EAST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND KENTUCKY 40475
(606) 623-2300
NEXT TO LEE'S LITTLE INN

Archies Upper Crust
263 East Mam Street
Richmond Kentucky

PARKING IN REAR,

DELUXE SPACE INVADERS

I ASH RN Kl NTUCKV
UNIVhRSITY
WEDNESDAY

The Libertarian Party is opposed to
government intervention is all levels of
economics and support Ihe free market
and Iradesystem, denouncing Ihe wage
and price controls, government suhsidii-s and production and exchange
regulations which contribute lo in
'I.in.in and unemployment
Instead, (he party supports the ideas
of (he individuals trading freely with
whomever they wish on any basis
In an effort to educate and introduce
Kentuckians to libertarianism. the
Young libertarian Alliance will be
holding its first meeting Eeh. 28 in
Conference Koom C of the Powell
Building al 7 pm All interested persons are urged lo atlend

on

Spring Break
Special

PUT YOUHSELf IN OUR SHOES'
HUH

"Individual rights are the only
rights." reaffirmed McAfee
In keeping with mis tne libertarians
desire the suspension of all victimless
crime laws such as gambling and
prostitution and also the elimination of
all drug laws They believe that once all
drugs are made legal, the prices will
drop and addicts will no longer have to
steal and murder to support their habit
And so. the profits from these illegal
crimes would lessen and organized
crime would diminish
Another basic principle of liber
(arianism is the right to liberty of
speech and action. The Libertarian
Party strongly condemns the government's continued use of censorship and
believe that individuals should have
more freedom in expressing their
opinions to others.

Students form Data Processing Club

Play These New Machines At

Just One

ByCHRRYI.JONKR
Staff Writer
The Young Libertarians Alliance is
coming to the University.
Ernest McAfee, chairman of the
State Libertarian Party, explained
libertarianism as being a dedicated to
the rights and freedoms of the individual. It does not believe in government intervention in determining the
lives and futures of the American
people Rather, it advocates returning
to the basic ideas of the Founding
Fathers "We'd like to take up where
they left off.'' stated McAfee
One of the basic principles of the
Libertarian Party is the right to life and
the party condemns the use of force in
making others art against their will for
the sake of government interests,
libertarianism does not "believe in or
advocate Ihe initiation of force as a
means of achieving social, economic or
political goals."
Naturally, the Libertarian Party
strongly opposes the renewal of the
draft, terming conscription as the "new
slavery" where the American people
will be forced against (heir wills to help
the politicians achieve their own goals
In foreign policy. Ihe party supports
Ihe ideas of isolalionalism and believe
lhal America should stop intervening in
the affairs of other countries, said
McAfee
The
Libertarian Party firmly
believes that the individual has the
right to do whatever Ihey choose to do
with their lives as long as they don't
restrict the freedoms of other people
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Sports

Colonels begin 'second season'
against Western as tourney opens
By CHRIS BUUmv
SUff Writer
It was a matter of survival.
Eastern came back from the depths
of extinction and earned a spot in
tonight's Ohio Valley Conference
tournament that determines the
leagues representative to the NCAA
tournament.
The Colonels square off against archrival and regular season co-champion
Western Kentucky in the tournament's
second game beginning sometime after
»:» p m CST Morehead will play the
league's other co-champion. Murray in
the first game at 7 p.m. CST
"We had our backs to the wall and
won the two key games we had to win,"
said head coach Ed Byhre "Now we
have another key game tonight against
Western."
The Colonels and the Hilltoppers have
battled twice already this year, splitling the two games - the Colonels won
M-82 in Alumni Coliseum, but the 'Tops
look advantage of 35 Eastern fouls to
lake a 7442 win in Diddle Arena

"We were hurt very badly by all those
fouls." said Byhre. "We are going to
have to play with poise, play error free,
and avoid the fouls to win."
"Everyone must concentrate totally
on the job we have to do." Byhre continued. "Its going to take effort,
dedication.
and
concentration.
Everyone must play to their potential
and try to do their best."
Eastern's resurgance into the
lournament picture has to be due to the
sudden re-emergance of the inside
game which has been nonexistent since
the season began.
In the 84-68 victory over Morehead
last Thursday, the trio of Dave Bootcheck. Dale Jenkins and Anthony
Conner scored 44 points and hauled
down 28 rebounds in addition to playing
some outstanding defense
"I think everybody knows that one of
the reasons we're 15-11 this season is
because our inside game has been
terrible." said Bootcheck. "I guess we
finally proved that if 'Turk' doesn't
score 30 we can still win."

Tommy Baker scored 18 points to
lead Eastern, followed by James
Tillman with 16. Bootcheck. Jenkins
and Conner had 16. 16. and 12 respec
lively.
"The key to the game was Eastern's
defense." said Morehead boss Wayne
Martin. "They took us out of most of our
offenses that we try to run and that got
(heir running game going for them."
The Colonels kept that defensive
pressure up on Saturday, too. Eastern
held Middle Tennessee's two big guns.
"Pancakes" Perry and LeRoy Harris
lo only II points between them as the
Colonels clinched the fourth spot in the
OVC tournament with a 79-67 victory
over the Blue Raiders.
James Tillman had a routine' night scoring 34 points, on 13 of 25 from the
field and eight of 10 from the free throw
line - in his final performance in
\luinn. Coliseum
"I was ready to play." said Tillman.
"I knew it was time to put it on the line
If we had lost this one. we'd be sitting at
home instead of going to the tour
nament. We were a little sluggish at
first, but we finally got running and
took it lo them. I think we're playing as
good as any team in the league right
now "
Another
inspired
performance
against Middle was turned in by center
Dave Bootcheck The sometimes
booed, sometimes cheered Bootcheck

scored 22 points and had 13 rebounds in
his last appearance in the home white.
"It was a case of seeing the road
ahead." said Bootcheck. "I wanted to
go out with something to remember I
didn't want to be the guy that was All
OVC his freshman year and then didn't
do a damn thing the rest of his career.
We knew what we had to do and we
went out and did it."
Cuard Tommy Baker had 13 points
for Eastern and center-for ward Anthony Conner ripped down 12 rebounds
as both played with determination in
helping Eastern to it's hard fought win.
Although fans may still be wondering
what happened to Bruce Jones the
latest reports indicate that his ankle is
hack lo normal But. according to
Byhre. everyone else is playing so well,
there's no reason to change the lineup.
"If people play well together you
don't go around and break up the
combination." said Byhre. "Jones is
OK but right now. everyone at every
position is playing well for us."
And that's good. For tonight starts
the "second season" for Eastern and
the other teams in the OVC and Byhre
would like nothing better than to see his
learn go out winners and get one more
shot in the NCAA.
"It's going to be a difficult task." said
Byhre. "The players do the playing but
.ill I can think about is getting to the
NCAA's "

Women to take on Eagles
in KWIC Tournament
IU I Hills I I SHI Hit Y
Staff Writer
The Lady Colonels, under head coach
Dianne Murphy, will take a 9 18 record
into tonight's Kentucky Women's In
lercollegiate Conference tournament as
they face off against Morehead State at
8 30 in I'K's Memorial Coliseum

Dave TttrWV aasfJames ' -Tuttc" TtUrMn •*•*• hands while the crowd cheers
before the duo's final career home game with Middle Tennessee last Saturday
Tillman scored 34 points and Tierney had four as Eastern defeated Middle 79-67
to gain a spot in the Ohio Valley Conference tournament.

The women's win-some-lose-a lot
season continued last week as the ladies
routed Ml Si Joseph. 88 72 hut then
they lost another one of their heartbreakers - this one to Middle Tennessee. 56-54 as Iheir regular season
came to a close
Freshman Tina Wermuth scored a
season high 26 points and Sandy (Irieb
added 20 as the Colonels knapped a
three-game losing streaOvjth the .win
over Ml. St Joseph: however, in the
game against Middle, the women once
again fell victim lo themselves as they
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Coaches injured
Assistant basketball roaches
Bobby Washington and Max pood
escaped serious
injury early
Tuesday
morning
as
their
University vehicle slid oul ol control
between Irvine and Winchester
The two coaches, along with
graduate assistant Hillary Allen anil
Jack Frost from Ihe Division of
Public Information, were returning
from a recruiting trip to Kastern
F'Ttinks at aupraxim.itel\ :l :u>
a.rtr when, descending a hill, the
vehicle liegan lo skid on Ihe niv-K
formed ice

liimil. ihe 'li I*I*I Ifisl control and
Ihe i .ii WNUkfl lni .' -11 ■ ■ ■' em
Uinkiiiciil The car rolled n\i»i on»-i
lief ore coining t" .i -mi'
Washington received linnet laei.il
and shoulder mjurie Inn ^.i not
hospitalized The Inrimi Colonel
liasketh;ill nla\'*r *lnl nol attend
practice 'IVfsdax I Hit M.I- I ■■pui Ii >ll\
III satisfactory cnmlitinti In in ike the
trip to the tiluo Vallev i nnlerenci
I on i iiiimi nl. in Ituwhiii' tirccn
Wrilncsd:i\
The roniainini! three )Ni*>Hi*pgei>
were not scnmisl> minted
,
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over a couple of Middle Tennessee defenders
over the Blue Raiders Bootcheck, tin- loam s
percentage --hooter for the season scored a
in Ihe game

(Formally Country < ornrr Buffetl
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BLUEGRASS
HARDWARE

missed numerous chances to win the
game and Wermulh's missed shot at
the buuer left Eastern a two-point
loser
"II all comes down to attaining a
winning altitude." said Murphy. "We
just haven't been able to install that in
our players' minds just yet. We have
liecn playing well enough to win but we
have lieen committing too many turnovers in Ihe crucial part of the game
This has really been disheartening "
Senior guard Ixiretta Coughlin had 14
points to lead Ihe Lady Colonels in the
scoring column against Middle She
was followed closely by Sandra Mukes
with 12 and Sandy Grieb had 10.
The Lady Colonels' have already
laced Morehead twice this season, with 4
ihe I -idy Fagles taking DQth Jftisioflp ■* *
63-82 al Morehead and 70-65 at Alumni'
Coliseum For the Imity Colonels' sake. '
the third lime better be a charm

Uave Hootcheck lays up a shot
during the 79-67 Colonel victory
leading reboundcr and highest
personal season-high 22 points

GRAND OPENING
March 1st
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Gymnasts romp
to tri-mect victory

The Bull Pen

Kill the ref!
Jeff Imilty

i

An anonymous caller who fell it
ncccssar) 10 voice his opinions 10 me
ai 2 a.m. Saturday wondered why I
look the opportunity to chastise
Cawood led lord's inappropriate
criticisms of basketball officials and
why I did not extend the same
ingratitude to Colonel head coach
Ld Byhre.
II this caller was among the 5.400
vocal fans at Alumni Coliseum
during la»t Saturday's game with
Middle lennessce. he would find
that Byhre really Joe- have a
legitimate complaint with this year's
Ohio \ alley Conference officiating.
The remaining 5.399, ai least,
would agree. They hollered and
-guawked at Charlie Reed and Don
Harry during every minute of the
came, especially when it became
evident that the officials' whistles
seemed lo work at only one end o!
the floor (Middle's).
Byhre docs what he can on and
oil
the
llooi
to
remedy
the
situation, but little seems to come of
it. The Colonel coach just doesn't
base the appeal with the men in
black and white as do other coaches
around the league.
There is a logical explanation for
this outbreak ol poor officiating
and it doesn't have anything to do
with Byhrc's personality.
I he Colonels won the OVC
Championship last year at Alumni
Coliseum when Dave Tierney sank
IwO tree throws with no time left on
the clock. Officials Burrell Crowell
and Ralph Stout and timekeeper
Kogci Williams ruled that the foul,
committed b\ Western's Rick Wray,
had occurred
before time had
expired. Therefore, Eastern won the
trip to the NCAA tournament.
Mong with that trip, however,
came some consequences which still
mas not be.lulls suffered.
Such a stink was raised over last
scat's
championship
game
by
Western coach Cienc Keady and
members ol the media in Kentucky
thai thoughts of a true conspiracy
must have been forming in the
minds ol outsiders.
I hese thoughts, however, have
been thoroughlv dispelled at the

expense of the Colonels.
Eastern lost at Western this year
by 12 points even though the
Colonels hit two more field goals.
Reason:
Western shot 46
free
throws. Murray edged Eastern by
one point but that outcome might
have been different if Mont Sleets
had been called for hacking Donnie
Moore with one second" left. Akron
OUl free throwed Eastern 39-5 and
won the game 85-78.
What would be the result if all
had gone normally? The Colonels
would be 18-8 on the season, tied for
the conference championship and
the tournament would be here at
I astern. They would also be in line
for
a
berth
to
the
National
Invitational Tournament if they lost
m the conference.
Hut now Eastern is 15-11 and tied
with Morehead lot third place in the
()\C and destined to play Western
tonight at Diddle Arena in Bowling
Citeen. An NIT bid to an OVC team
with 12 losses just doesn't seem

likely.
What does seem likely is that the
worst may still be ahead. Judging by
the last two games one would say
that the rash of bad calls has not
gone
away,
even
though
the
Colonels as a team have started to
peak lor the tournament.
Tonight. Murray, the conference
co-champion,
tackles third-place
Morehead
in
the
first
game,
beginning at 8 p.m. The second
game, pitting the Colonels and the
'Toppers, will begin approximately
30 minutes following the completion
ol the first contest.
Saturday's
final,
which
will
obviously involve two Kentucky
teams, will be seen on Channel 27 in
I exington. However, the Lexington
station has not seen the game as
being important enough to require
two more experienced broadcasters.
Hopefully, the camera work,
which was so poor for the second
Eastern-Western game this season at
Bowling Green, will be the type
which the event deserves.

Caertner was followed by teammate
Dan McDaniel. who totalled 4085
points, and George Gardner, who
placed third.
Calkin was especially pleased with
McDaniel's effort, noting that the
Hamilton. Ohio sophomore turned in
"his best performance" on the parallel
bars and the high bar
Junior captain David Cole returned to
action Saturday after recovering from
an injury.
The extent of Struening s wrist in
jury, said Calkin, is not too great
although the talented freshman will
miss next week's meet at Georgia
'We are trying to get him back for
the regional meet two weeks from now
in Atlanta." remarked Calkin
Next weeks meet at Georgia should
lie lough test for the young team Calkin
said thai the Athens school is scoring in
the same range that the Colonels have
been in the last few meets

Sweeping the top three places in the
all-around competition, the Colonel
men's gymnastics team easily outdistanced Miami of Ohio and North
Carolina State for a tri-meet victory
last Saturday in Alumni Coliseum
Kastem scored 210 6 points, followed
by Miami's 173.25 and N.C. State's
156 7
The Colonels won the meet even
though they scored slightly lower total
than usual, but head coach Jerry Calkin
wasn't upset.
"That score is very good since we had
our top all-around man. Craig
Slruening. nut with an injury," Calkin
said, adding that many new high-risk
moves were being employed by the
gymnasts
David Cole, a junior co-eaptain from Lexington, concentrates during his routine
on the pommel horse Cole returned to action last weekend after missing most
nf t he season wit h an in jury t photo by Steve Brown)

Freshman Jon Caertner from East
Krunswtck. N.J. was the meet's top alluround performer with a score of 41.95

Colonel netters aced in invitational
By JKKKKMII.KY
Sports Mitor
An inexperienced Colonel tennis team
met its match last weekend at the Greg
Adams Invitational Tournament as
some of the midwest's toughest competition gathered at Kastern.
Miami of Ohio won the threeday event, taking four of the nine individual awards Ohio Valley Conlerencc power Murray State finished
second
Sophomore Jeff /.inn. playing the
number one position lor head coach
Tom Higgtns. prevented his team from
suffering; a complete shutout by winning his opening round match against
Ohio Stale's l<eior Rusinek 2-6. 7-6. 6-3
Zinn lost in the semi-finals on Saturday
lo Miami's Larry Ycarwood
The rest nf the team met its fate in the

lirst round, but the weekend was not
without its good performances for the
t nlonels
Sophomore Jamie Harris continued
lo improve his game at the number six
spot despite losing to Murray's Steve
W'ille 7-5. 6-2 Harris led the tourney's
number two seed 5-4 but lost his serve in
the crucial tenth game and wound up
losing nine nf the last 11 games
Number two player Bibb I..indium
was a bit dissappointing in losing to
Miami's Scott Wallace 7-5. 6-2 l.andrum defeated Wallace in last week's
dual meet
Kreshman David Ghanayem was
outclassed at the number three position
by Miami's John Wallner 6-2. 6-4.
Wallner eventually won the tournament
at his position

Eels "short circuit'
against UK Catfish
"< lul-dcplhcd" was the word used by
head roach Dan l.ichty in reference to
his team's lackluster performance as
the Electrifying Eels were swamped by
the Iniversily of Kenlucky 77-40 last
Saturday in Lexington
Although the Eels won five events.
including the 1000-yard freestyle and
the M«i tree by iiinior Chris Gray, the
< alfish won lw>th relays and placed first
and second in both diving events
l.ichlv was very disappointed with
the overall effort nf the team
'I have no understanding of it and no
explanation for it." he commented
"We simply did not perform well "
Gray was the only double winner for
the Eels recording a 9 57 0 in the 1000

and a 4 ASt.2 in the 500 Brad Kurch won
the 50 tree in 22 I seconds but was "not
outstanding." according lo Lichty
Mark I'reston look the 200 breast
stroke with a lime nf 2 186 and Ron
Siggs completed the first place awards
lor the Eels with 2.04.9 in the 200
backstroke
l.ichty. while at a loss concerning his
team's letdown, hoped that the Eels
could recover in time for the Midwest
Independent Championships March 7-9
in Normal. Ill
The Eels won the championship two
years ago and were runners up last
vear in the meet, which involves "12 or
13 teams from regional universities."
said l.ichlv

The doubles play, which was so encouraging in last week's meet against
Miami, showed further signs of im
provement hut captured no wins. The
number one team of Zinn-Vandish fell
to Miami's Yearwood-Dave Keifer 6-3.
0-2
The Colonels, idle this weekend,
entertain Western Michigan next
weekend before breaking for spring
vacation

Chuck Gibson was a last-minute
substitution at number four for the
Colonels and the Richmond freshman
nearly came away with a win. Gibson
Iwttled Western Michigan's Scott Emig
lo n three-setter but Emig emerged
victorious 2-6. 6-4, 6-4.
Rich Vandish. one of only three
seniors on the team, lost yet another
three-set match to Ohio State's Jim
Coles 2-6. 7-6. 2-6

Women fall to IU
despite record score
Despite recording the highest score of
the season, the women's gymnastics
team lost toa strong Indiana Cniversity
team last Saturday at Bloomington.

Caprioli also explained thai all the
( nlonel performers competed in every
event, while Ihe Indiana team was
partially composed of specialists who
only performed in one or two events
Intl.
The Colonels totalled 130 1 points but
The team travels this weekend to
were outscored by IU. who finished
Athens. Ga to meet the Georgia team
with 134 4 The Cniversity of Illinois
which (inished 10th in the nation last
was scheduled to compete but did not
vear
show
"We expect a really tough meet with
Laura Spencer led the Colonels with
some lop competition." remarked
an all around score of 32 55 but that
Caprioli, noting that the Colonel team
score was good lor only fourth place in
finished I5lh in the country.
l he meet Spencer recorded a score of
"As long as we keep on topping our
K R on the balance beam and an 8.5 for
score we should do all right." he added
the floor exercise.
. > • ■ The Georgia meet will be the last dual
Cheryl Behne was right behind
meet of the season before the team
Spencer with a score of 32.4. Behne's
prepares for the state championships,
Ix-st event was the uneven parallel
which will be held at the University of
bars, where she scored an 8 5
Kcntuckv March 8
Junior Rhonda Wilkerson added a
score of 32 52. including an 8.7 on the
After spring break the team will head
vault and an 8 65 on the beam
lor Ihe Region II Championships in
Assistant coach Erank Caprinli cited
Johnson City. Tenn and from there will
the performance of freshman Laura
hopefully return to the AIAW National
Madden, who turned an all-time perChampionships this year to be held in
sonal high of 29 25
Baton Rouge. l.a

-
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CAMPUS STYLE SHOP

WHk Cole S/au Poioi.i
Hall *. Bmirr

Powell Center
622-4178

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435

REGULAR
SANDWICHES
Served on White. Rye
or Whole Wheat Breed.
Lettuce, tomato. Mayo
Muttard or Onion on
Request. 100 extra
ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY.
HAM
HAM & CHEESE
SALAMI (Genoa)
SALAMI & CHEESE
LIVERWORST
TUNA SALAD
CHEESE

includes Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Cheese
Seeniomng and our own Top Secret Dressing.

MIXED.
HAM
SALAMI
J.29
J.29
...J.29
J.39
.1.29
.1.39
.1.19

.....1.29
1.19

SIDE ORDERS
COKE. Si
re, TAB...
■••
LEMONADE OR ICE TEA ........3%
COEFEE .................•..••■'^
ASSORTED CMii-,.... .......... -'.
HOT PEPPERS.......... ........ 05
Kiisui l PICKLE SLICE
-15
CHILI. ..... ................... •*>•*
TOSSED SALAD.
*i

EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
1.55
1.55
1.55.

2.25
2.25
2 25

ROAST BEES
TURKEY.

1.55
1.55

2.25
2.25

LIVERWORST.
TUNA

1.55
1.55.

2.25
2.25

CHEESE

1.55

.2.25

v

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S
Portions of Roast Beef. Hmm,
Turkey, Salami and Swiss Cheese '
on a bed of Lettuce end Tomato
Slices and your choice of
dressing.
92.03

HOURS
MON.SAT. 10a.m. to 12 MIDNITE
SUNDAY 4p.m. to 12 MIDNITE

DELIVERY
»
*
MINIMUM $1.75

Free Refills On Drinks
Purchased With This Dinner
Serving Daily Till 7:00 - Sunday Till 5:00

1 ropi Ian

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
W. THIRD
AND
MAIN sr.

S247

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

SUB CENTER

f

Every Tuesday 4 till 7

Batter Dipped
Fish Dinner

<"ith coupon

YES. WE 6IVE A BUCK!

restaurant

"Special"

REG. $15.00

$

....

Sun Tanning Salon
Don't Be Caught In The Red!
There's still time to establish a base
tan to prevent burning on the beach.

Take a little tan to Fla.
Bring a big tan back!!
Porter Plaza-Upper Level
So. Porter Drive
(Behind Jerry's)

Phone 623-8969
for more info.
/
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Tom Higgins trades Federal courts for tennis courts
H> RKIAN KI.AIR
Features I .Inor
"At one time in my life." said men's
tennis coach Tom Higgins. crossing his
legs iind shifting his weight in his chair.
"Ihe world began and ended tor me on
the tennis court. But it's not that way
anymore "
Indeed, there is more to the 37-year
old Higgins than all the tennis courts in
the world could ever tell He supported
this theory recently by lobbing a few
comments in Ihe direction of a visitor
"I wear five different hats, he said,
pausing for effect "I can be a redneck
and go out and drink licer and get
drunk I can wear overalls and be a
farmer I can IK- Jockstrap and play all
Ihe tennis I want I can be a coach And
I can go in the classroom as a teacher
and placate my ego there "
There you have it. sports laas a man
lor all people A tennis coach who
(■nines equipped with his own per
sonalHy overlays from farming to beer
drinking to education and then some
"I've always had diversified in
lerests.' he said
It seems entirely possible that t'.iol
may have been responsible lor leading
him Ion position as an KBI agent from
I9ffittnl972 While at Northern Virginia
Community College. 0 law enforcement
instructor told him about an opening in
ihe bureau
"They were hiring an additional
number ol ngents under the omnibus
Crime Bill." explained Higgins "The
instructor look me 10 Washington
where I took the tests and was in
tcr\ iewed "
Before formally beginning his work
with the bureau, he and Mi others
completed a 14-week training course at
Kt Quantico. \'a

Tom Higgins. men's tennis roach, is pictured with his dog. Pretzel, at the Greg
Adams Tennis Center recently Higgins. wno spent three years as an FBI agent
before coming to the I "niversily in 1972. said that if he ever felt dissatisfied with
his current job. "I'd go do something else " He has received several policeoriented job offers in the past several years
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THfe SAVING PLACE
JfrMri

VARIETY
NIGHT
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"I still dnn'l really know how I got the
tub I guess I nisi happened In lie in the
right place ul ihe right lime." he said
\IMI when all was said and done, he
worked m four different places m a
period
ol
three
years
time
Washington. DC. Milwaukee. Wise.
Pittsburgh I'cnn and Charleston, w
\.i

"■' restaurant

„ _„ _ _ ..
F
«*** *£**>
,W"h T*"S l>,nner
Dai1 Ti 7
? " °° SundaV Till 5:00

Vlilt Any Center And See For Voureerr
Why We Mtk» Tha D/fference

_

NEW LEXINGTON CENTER
1081 SO. BROADWAY
2330737

I guess in lhal respect I'm sort of
like a kid." he said "But I wouldn't
irade ihe experience or those three
\e.irs |or anvlhing "

Beta hoop tournament
starts this Saturday
Teams from schools from all across
the nation will gather ai the University
this weekend to compete in the Beta
Theta Pi fraternity basketball tour

namenl
Doug Holmes, president of Ihe
campus Delta Xi chapter said thai Ihe
tournament which has recently expanded to include teams from other
areas besides ihe South, will come to
Richmond and the t'niversits lor the
ninth consecutive year
"Our chapter has kind of a lock on it
and we've kept it here." said Holmes, a
junior Irom Uiuisville
The drawings lor Ihe two day affair
will lie Kriday, with Ihe first round
games beginning Saturday morning in
hoth Weaver and Begley Buildings The
double elimination lournamenl win
continue throughout the day with semi
finals and finals In lie held Sunday
The awards ceremony, including

presentation of championship and
runner-up trophies and medallions for
Ihe all tournament team, will be late
Sunday alternnnn in the Weaver Gym
Holmes said lhat the tournament will
draw teams from Auburn. Mississippi,
ohio Slate-. Miami and Cincinnati as
well as the I niversily of Louisville and
Cenlre College in Kentucky
Several teams consisting of alumni
will also be entered in the tourney
Phil Burgess, president of the
t "Diversity's Interfraternity Council,
has arranged lor the visiting athletes to
sins ,ii a local motel for the weekend
Other accommodations for the
visitors will be provided by Holmes and
Ihe campus chapter
The fraternity
bouse will hiKl parties Kriday and
Saturday nights
The campus chapter's learn won the
lournamenl in 19711 and 1977 but has not
taken Ihe championship since

Call Today for Your Appointment
Mon. - Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-1

f*Stot%H
KflPUfN

Visual Analysis
Visual Therapy
Contact Lens

loucanoiau. cf art
HIT me*aa*rR
wcmn'i tmti

205% Geri Lane
Richmond. Ky. 623-6643

Outside NY State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 100 223 1712
Caalfi In Malar US CIOM. Tetanic Puarta «ko ana" laaaae. taltiefla

Richmond Plaza Shopping Centet^^

started 10 laugh But I was one minute
away from turning around and telling
Mr Hoover. I'm lost Tell me how to
gel back 10 Ihe justice department '"
A moment later, he turned a corner
.mil spotted Ihe lead car and quickly
pulled in behind it. hoping that Hoover
liadn'l noticed what had occurred
When we came to a stop. Mr Hoover
looked around, saw the other car. and
said. 'Great diversionary tactics!'"
recalled Higgins. clasping his hands to
Ins head and letting go a laugh
"I had a greal deal of respect for him
Hoover' You know sometime in your
life, you meel someone who represents
something lhat is inherently good
That's Ihey way I thought of him." he
said, adding lhat he has kept an
autographed photo of Hoover in his den
at home

OPTOMETRIST

NDBIH-NPBI-NLE
MajaJJja Proerame » Hours

$197

«i the hall outside his suite in the lustice
department We were there with our
sleeping bags And we ate nut of the
candy machines "
K.nd of first story On to Ihe next
The rioting had |usl ended in
Washington, when Hoover decided lhal
he wanted to view the devastation the
broken windows. Ihe burned buildings
and 'In- like It so happened thai
Higgins was assigned to drive Hoover
through the city
"All I was supposed to do was (ollow
Ihe lead car." Higgins remembered,
"and make sure Ihe trail car Stayed
behind me It was thai simple"
l-ntil the lead car ran a hghl which
Higgins stopped lor In Ihe process, he
lost sight ol the trail car as well And he
was lost, with Hoover and a colleague in
Ihe back seal
"Here I am. a damn redneck from
Kentucky, driving a limousine in
Washington with no idea where I'm
going," said Higgins "My buddy mihe
Iiack seat realized I was lost and

Dr. Marion S. Roberts

IOT-IUT-LSAT-6HAT-GRE
GRE PSYCH GRE BIO -PCAT
OCATVATHATSAT-TOEFL
iHBIJLIU>ECFMG-FLEX-VQE

Every Wednesday 4 til 7

Choose an Entre
VEAL CUTLET. CHUCKWAGON.
LIVER A ONiONS.
TURKEY BREAST
.
Includes Small Drink & Jello
*""•«

' 'Thai s four moves in three years So
I guess you can see why I got out,'' he
chuckled.
Basically, his work as an agent
consisted of acting as a police inslruclor and a federal witness
work
that he labeled "8S percent routine "
But w here there is routine, there is also
the unusual
This is whore Higgins breaks into a
devilish grin, leans back in his chair
and sets the stage tor storytelling.
grand-style. Tnis is also where one
must remember that Higgins is the
same man who planned a tennis team
'critter fry" as an answer to the
lootball squad's fish fry before Ihe
season opened
And this is where Higgins is at his
best, serving up anecdotes sprinkled
with humor and ending them with all
Ihe drama ol an overhead smash
"I tell Iwo KBI stories at my career
day talks." he said. "I could be here for
days it I told them all Sometimes I
wish I'd been literarily inclined so that I
could write a book about them "
Which brings us to the stories
themselves
"One was in May ol 1971 when it was
anticipated that a large number of
protestors were going to demonstrate in
Washington They called them the
Mayday Riots.' Anyway, we sent a
large complement of agents from
Pittsburgh to Washington I guess there
were about 40 or all of as
"We're sitting in a briefing room and
someone's telling us about the federal
law concerning traveling across state
lines in order to protest So we're in
iherf and everybody's getting their
assignment." recalled Higgins
Kxcept he and a colleague
"II gels down to where he and I are
Ihe last iwo left We thought they might
have lorgotten us." he said
Thai's when Ihe pair was asked to
report to a superior, who gave them
instructions
"He told us. You two are going to be
Ihe personal Imrlyguards of .1 Kdgar
Hoover 'the late KBI directori We
said. Kine' But. as it turned out."
laughed Higgins. "all we did was sleep

sophomores
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If you didn'l take ROTC
I roshman
and
Sophomore
classes. Army ROTC offers
you a no-obligation, six-week
summer leadership program at
Fort Knox, Ky.
You'll earn 8 hours academic credit, about $475, and an
opportunity to enter advanced
ROTC next fall. That means
extra income ($2,500 during
your last two years of college)
and leads to your commission
as an Army officer.
Army ROTC also offers you
new career opportunities after
college - part-time as a leader
in Reserve while employed in
the civilian community or
full-time on active duty.
lor details and an interview
appointment, contact:

CAPTAIN BOB HARDIN
BEGLEY 622
Telephone 622 3011
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Arts

KETairs

Artistically Spooking

Promoters
trump University

Astaire,
Bogart

Markita Sha>lbur-*e>

*

"Big nine concerts are out," said
Student Activities Director, Skip
Daughter) in an interview last week.
Main University students question the effectiveness of the Office
ol Student Activities when thev
recall the past glorv of concerts
featured on campus.
1 he University has seen such
musical talents as Jimim Buffett,
Chicago. Average White Band.
Seals and Crofts, Barrv Manilov.,
Ilill\ Joel, .lames Taylor. Mac
Davis, ki is Kristofferson, The
Carpenters, Roberta I lack, Issac
Haves and the Fifth Dimension.
I he great ambassador of humor.
Huh Hope, visited the University
during the height of what must base
been the campus' push to bring
lorth
more
entertainment
for
students.
Such diverse musical -talent as
Henry Mancini.. Nittv cirittv Din
Hand and I ink Anthony, and the
Imperials have visited and performed on I nivcrsity stages,
Groups who have been populat
throughout a couple ol decades such
as the Beach Boss have done
concerts at campus locations.
With-all these famous names in
the school's history ol performances
most students wonder what sort of
ilist lias set in on the cogs that
turned the machine that spewed out
all this entertainment.
Daughicry attributes the loss of
laleni b\ the I niversily as well as
other schools such as Western and
the l nivcrsity ol Kentucky, which
lias had no name groups or
performers there this year, to the
tact that the performers and groups
ire handled b\ promoters now.
N>epromoters have a certain area
and Certain contacts, such as Kupp
\rena in I exington.
Daughter) explains that it is
difficult and hardly cvci done that a
protnotei breaks a tie with a town
like I exington to come to a
university in a town such as
Richmond.
He continues that promoters buy
up weeks of lime at once so the
college bookers who were once in
competition very* heavily with the
other promoters are now left out of

the competition.
They
simply
cannot fight with the kind of
ammunition that the promoters
carry.
Daughters pointed out that of all
the famous names that have been
seen on campus only one or two
have been sellouts. Perhaps college
students have severely hurt their
own chances of seeing a big name
concert on campus by taking what
the) had for granted.
As dismal as it seems we cannot
expect a big-name concert to be
scheduled at the University. Financially it is a simple impossibility.
I

<II

\Mial It's Worth

The University Him Series is
ottering another month of upcoming cinema entertainment. Tonight
in the round to finish out the month
of February "Halloween" is showing, future showings include "You
Light Up My Life." Check the
Ccnterboard
advertisement
for
more intormalton.
"Talent Showcase'" is still featuring live entertainment in the grill

each Wednesday night from 8 to 11
p.m. Drop in Wednesday night for a
refreshing change in night entertainment
The Department of Music with
the help of the University Cenierboard is producing "A Symposium
of Twentieth Century Music." The
symposium,"which will consist of
four concerts and four clinics, is
scheduled for March 4-7.
The public is invited to be on hand
March :t. Monday, when Earl Thomas
takes the podium to conduct the
I'niversity Symphony Orchestra in a
concert featuring three soloists from
the University's Department of Music
The free concert will begin at 8:30
p m in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
The program will consist of the
Overture to the "Merry Wives of
Windsor" by Otto Nicolai the Concerto
No 2 for cello and orchestra by
Slamitz. with l.yle Wolfram as soloist;
Four Dance Kpisodes from "Rodeo" by
Copland, a group of four tenor arias
sung by tenor Burt Kageff. assisted by
violinist Alan Staples and the Symphony No 2 in I) major by Beethoven

Summer school expands
The I'niversity of New Orleans' Iniprnalional Summer School, held each
summer in Innsbruck. Austria, will
expand in 1980 from 250 to 270 students,
according lo program director, Dr
(iordon Mueller
"UNO's popular alpine summer
school aitracted students from 39
different universities and five foreign
countries ihis past summer." said
Mueller, "and as a result UNOINNSBRUCK has now become the
largesi overseas summer school offered by any American university
Applicants are a I reach lining up for
next summer "
Pan of the secret may be that more
than 70 courses in 19 different subject
areas and nine semester credits are all
available ai Innsbruck in the heart if
ceniral Europe Here, classrooms are
surrounded by the Tyrolean alps whose
peaks are always snow capped
Courses focus on ihe cultural,
historic, social and economic traditions
of Europe, bui geology, business and
education classes are also taught All
instruction is in Knglish by faculty from

JIM'S
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South 3rd Bus Station

"TUBA"
Comes to Richmond
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<J&

TUBA"
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faculty ft staaanti ffcra

Stay
»
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"TUBA"
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h. .nil tail Mam Richmond 62S-4S66
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strated her tremendous vocal ability
when she sang "If I Love You." There
was a moment of silence when she
finished and then thunderous applause.
The pace was rapidly changed again
and the audience applauded their approval at the hilarious "Honey Bun"
number. This performance featured a
young man wearing a grass hula skirt
and a mop for a wig It was hilarious!
The program outline was practically
established by this time and the
remainder of the evening promised to
he exceptional.
It was'
The final highlights of the evening
included a musical version of "CindtTella" and several selections from
perhaps Rodgers' and Hammerstein's
greatest accomplishment "The Sound
of Music "
The cast was well chosen and contained exceptionally talented young
people Deborah Collins and Vicki
Harrelson were the two most
remarkable members of Ihe cast
Collins had a beautiful voice and
Harrelson ability as an actress tended
greatly to her performance

IU cultural practicum scheduled
This summer the Indiana University
School of Education is offering a
number of unique cultural practicums
on the Navajo Indian Reservation in
Utah. Arizona, and New Mexico.
Teachers, graduate students, and other
interested persons are eligible to apply
In exchange for their services,
volunteers will have the opportunity to
learn about Navajo culture and test
their own cultural adaptation and interpersonal skills
"Previous
participants
have
delighted in these unusual and diverse
opportunities to live and work in an
entirely different culture and environment." said Dr James M M.ih.'in.
project director
"Teachers report thai their first

hand experience working with the
Navajo has heightened their sensitivity
to the needs of Native Americans and
other ethnic groups This enables them
to teach in a more culturally pluralistic
way." he added.
Each person who takes part in the
practicum will be placed for six lb eight
weeks between June 9 and August 8 at
various sites on the reservation
Participants will work in educational,
recreational, governmental or social
programs under local Indian direction.
Placement sites are relatively isolated
and very scenic
Housing and cooking facilities are
provided free in dormitories or apartments on the Navajo Reservation. At
most sites, noon meals are also

TOWNE CINEMA
Wast Main St.

provided Some sites ofler modest pay
as well. Participants are responsible
for transportation to and from the
reservation. Costs may be minimized
by sharing travel arrangements with
other volunteers.
, Participants will earn a minimum of
three and a maximum of six semester
hours of graduate credit Required
work includes preparatory readings,
abstracts, a day-long Saturday
orientation session in Bloomington in
late May and weekly activity reports
while on site
For more information, contact Dr.
James M. Mahan. Education 321. Indiana University. Bloomington. Indiana 47401 (812) 337-8560. as soon as
possible

CAMPUS CINEMAS 1-2
DUSTIN HOFFMAN
KRAMER VS. KRAMER

Ph. 623-8884

MERYL STREEP Q
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TONY JAMES V.W. SERVICE specializing in complete V.W. repairs at
low cost. 18 yrs. experience. Located at Main and Collins St.

Campus Cleaners

Barger't Exxon

Jack's 1 Hour Cleaner*

Student price*. Quality laundry and
cleaning. Located in the Powei
building.

Quick Service. Tire Sale*. Dependable
Towing Service We II come out and
•tact your ear."
EKU By-Paaa Ph. 623-9711
Richmond, Ky.
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Bv MARY ANN Ml (ft INN
Staff Writer
Seldom has an evening of entertainment been so enjoyable as "An
Evening With Kodgers and Hammerstein "
llnn.i Wix. a sophomore from
Columbia Station. Ohio. said. "It was
terrific: I could have listened to this all
night "
Judging from the applause, several
other members of the audience felt the
same way and with plenty of
justification
The evening's entertainment began
with a snappy rendition of the hit song.
"Oklahoma" from the musical of the
same name. "Oh What a Beautiful
Morning." Ihe first Kodgers and
Hammerstein song ever heard.
followed
The cast continuously demonstrated
their versatility throughout the rest of
Ihe evening In a selection from
"Carousel" entitled "June Is Busting
Out All Over." the artists used flip
cards as part of their routine
The pace was then dramatically
changed as Deborah Collins demon-

wni'urea

HELP WANTED
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'An Evening'succeeds

104 Big Hill Ave.
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American universities and Ihe
I'niversity of Innsbruck, and all credits
are fully transferable.
In addition to college-age students,
the l'NO-INNSBRUCK program is
increasingly popular with adults who
tmy enroll for either credit or audit.
Three-day weekends offer ample free
lime for UNOInnsbruckers lo enjoy
their favorite pastimes of travelling,
backpacking, or summer skiing on
nearby glaciers
UNO INNSBRUCK convenes on July
fiand ends August 15 The total package
cost including flight, tuition, room and
half board is $1.795 00 (with a reduced
price for students arranging their own
transportation! Optional 3-week tours
of northern Europe or the Greek islands
are offered prior to the summer school
Hegist ration for this program is
already underway and interested ap
plicants should apply as soon as
possible. Information and a color
brochure can be obtained from Dr
Gordon
Mueller. Director.
International Study Programs. Box 1315
I'niversity of New Orleans. New
Orleans I.A 70122

The cast of "An Evening with Rodgers and Hammerstein" strike a pose during
one of (heir presentations (photo by Brian Potts)

Among the performances scheduled
on Kentucky Educational Television
during March are shows depicting Fred
Astaire and Humphrey Bogart The
shows and times are as follow.
March I. 7 p.m. - 1:30 am - "Live
From the Grand Ole Opry," Two full
performances, back to back and live.
are broadcast as they occur at Nash
ville's famed Opryland Many of
country music's greatest artists and
entertainers are expected to perform
March fi. '.) p m - "TV: The Fabulous
50s " A look back at the early days of
TV. hosted by Lucille Ball. David
Janssen. Michael Landon. Mary
Martin. Dinah Shore and Red Skeleton.
With many memorable clips, this
retrospective looks at some of the
exciting live moments and some of the
new formats regarded as TV's "golden
years."
March 8, 9:30 p.m. - "Bogart." A
biography of Humphrey Bogart. one of
the film world's still-commanding
presences, is seen in clips from his
pictures and interviews with his coworkers Scenes from many of his most
famous films contrast the tough guy
image with the description given by his
friends
March 14. II p.m. "Hollywood: The
Sel/nick Years " A tribute to the ar
tistry of David O Selznick. using clips
from some of his most famous films and
comments from many people who
worked with him Scenes from some of
the most popular Selznick productions
are featured, as well as the now-famoui
screen tests for "Gone With the Wind"
and "Rebecca."
March 28. 9 p.m. - "The National
Nuclear Debate" This program is
designed to enhance public understanding of the issues surrounding
Ihe use of commercial atomic power It
will be broadcast live from Harrishurg.
Pa. one year after the nuclear accident
at nearby Three Mile Island

Watson's T.V. Service
Service on moat make* and model*
"We se« Zenith and Quasei
312 W Irvine St. Ph. 923-3272
Richmond, Ky.

Pro Muffler t Tire Center

Tony James V.V". Service

Quick repairs, competitive price*.
Goodyear Tkee
"We accept Maeter Charge and Visa.
Open 6-5 Ph. 624 2100
E. MaHt» HaWe Irvine Richmond

Complete VW. Repair*
lowest Price
16 Years Experience
Main and Corhn*

62J7627
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KET takes
look at
wars

Music symposium
set next week
The Department of Music in conjuction with The University Centerboard will present "A Symposium of
Twentieth Century Music"' March 4-7.
The Symposium will consist of four
concerts and four clinics. The featured
guest performers and clinicians will be
the Aeolian Chamber Players: Lewis
Kaplan, violin; Ronald Thomas, cello,
Thomas Hill, clarinet: Jacob Maxin
piano.
The Aeolian Chamber Players have
won international praise for their
unique programs They emphasize the
performance of contemporary works
and have had over 100 pieces written for
them by many of the world's greatest
living composors.
High Fidelity - Musical America
Magazine has said the the Aeolian
Chamber Players". . are particularly
skilled at putting over this reportory
| music of this century I
. perhaps
more than any other group I've heard
They have mastered the art of coaxing
unaccustomed sounds from conventional instruments."
The Aeolian Chamber Players have
toured extensively both here and in
Kurope and have recorded compositions for Columbia. Folkways and
CRI Record Companies

The opening concert of the Symposium will be given Tuesday evening
at 8:30 p.m. in the Gifford Auditorium,
■lane Campbell Building, and will include works by Stravinsky. Britten.
Hindemith. Carter, and Milhaud.
The second concert will be given
Thursday evening at 8:30 p.m. in
Gifford Auditorium and will feature
works by. the Department of Music's
faculty Compositions by Richard
Bromley. Karl Thomas. K.N. Timm.
Alan Beeler. and Richard Hensel will
he performed by faculty and students.
The final concert will be held in
Gifford Auditorium at 10:30 am and
will feature works by student composers The program will include
compositions by David High. Joe
Payne. Jeff McKeehan. Frank Repper,
Daniel Peiffer. Robin Nickles. and
Anita Stewart.
Clinics in Violin. Cello. Clarinet and
Piano will be given on Thursday at
10:30 am and 1:30 p.m. by the Aeolian
Chamber Players in the Poster Music
Building The playing of the Twentieth
Century Music will be emphasized.
All concerts and clinics are open to
the public without charge For additional information, please contact
Richard Hensel. Symposium Coordinator, or phone 622-3266

The Aeolian Chamber Players will be the featured guest
performers at the Department of Music's Symposium to be
held Ma rch 4 -7. The players a re (left to right): Lewis Kaplan.

violin: Jacob Maxin. piano; Thomas Hill, clarinet; Ronald
Thomas, cello.

Bruce Woolley: end of line for New Wave?
Bv MIKE DITTHEN
Staff Writer
Bruce Woolley and The Camera
Club's American debut album may
easily end the New Wave movement
New Wavers have acquired an image
of screamers, protesters, and fighters
Bruce Woolley is too good to have to
resort to these tactics to sell records
He very easily may be at the forefront
of the new movement
Woolley fronts a hand which simply
has to he one of the most proficient

groups in current music circles. Where
some of the current "progressive"
bands such as the Clash strip the music
to the bare essentials, Woolley's band
turns out deeply layered music.
The difference is one of philosophies.
The Clash uses music as a political
platform whereas Woolley uses music
as an entertainment medium.
'Die music that Woolley plays is hard
to describe as it doesn't fit any sort of
lag There isn't a driving bass such as
the Knack pounds out But. still the

NEED MONEY?
Only 2 Weeks Till

music begs to be played loud with its up
tempo beat Unlike some New Wave
hands the music is pure pop and not
politically oriented The only comparsion that comes to mind is Supertramp with their intricate melodies
playing hard rock and roll.
Woolley's voice is reminiscent of
Elvis Costello's. Woolley's voice is
more musical because his voice is less
cutting. Woolley's voice is soothing
while Costello's attacks the nerves But
Woollev uses his voice for more than

singing It is a finely tuned instrument
in some very capable hands. Put his
voice together with the keyboards of
Tom Dolby and the sound is smoothly
exciting
The sad thing about Bruce Woolley
and the Camera Club is that two years
ago they couldn't record an album like
this At that lime the sound would have
been too fresh, too exciting and too noncommercial for any record label to
handle
Kven now the group's sound is fresh
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Disco may have been the sound of the
70s but these are the 80s Bruce Woolley
and I he Camera Club show on this debut
they have the pulse of the decade If this
is any example of the music of the 80s it
will he a very good decade

Jeremy Troy
featured at Bluegrass Theatre
Here Lies Jeremy Troy has been
compared hy critics to See Haw They
Hun "there are laughs a plenty:"
" real howlers." No wonder, Jeremy
believing in expediency, entered a
prestigious law firm having skipped a
small step between college and the
lirm. namely Law School.
He is now up for promotion to partner
when who should appear but an old
classmate who uses this little oversight
to get Jeremy to put him up for a while.
Trueto Murphy's l.aw that "anything
that can go wrong will go wrong at the
worst possible time." the former
classmate arrives and Jeremy's wife
leaves on the very night the senior

partner of the firm is to come for dinner
and solidify the promotion Undaunted.
Jeremy hires a model to portray his
wife for this important occasion only to
^discover that though the rest of her is
well endowed the area between her ears
Is a vast wasteland.
The plot moves from one disaster to
another with Jeremy I with a little help
from his friends I frantically trying to
stem the tide
Here Lies Jerem> Troy will be at the
Kluegrass Dinner Theatre
through March I
If you enjoy the full range of laughter
from little chuckle to belly laugh, you'll
(love Mere Lies Jeremy Troy.
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and therefore exciting. With the Knack.
Blondie and the like being big sellers
the New Wave sound is definitely
commercial Few New Wave bands
have shown the technical expertise
Woolley and the band displays

"Vietnam and its Neighbors: Big
Powers and Little Wars" is the subject
of "Great Decisions: 1980." which will
air Saturday. March I at 4 p.m on
Kentucky Educational Television
The 30-minute international affairs
program features moderator Martin
Agronsky in dialogue with Richard C
Holbrooks. assistant secretary of state
for Fast Asian and Pacific Affairs, and
llemut Sonnenfeldt. guest scholar at
the Brookings Institute in Washington.
DC
The University of North Carolina
Television production is immediately
followed at 4:30 pm
by "Great
Decisions
1980:
Kentucky
Perspective." produced by the University
of Louisville
The latter program examines the
Indorhinese area with a regional focus
Dr John Hanrahan. professor of
history at Morehead State University,
moderates a discussion panel which
includes Dr .1 era Id Yankee, political
science professor at the University of
Louisville. Dr Larry Klein, history
professor at Union College: and Dr
Richard Butwell. vice president of
academic affairs at Murray State
University
The panelists of both programs will
select topics from the following: the
impact of historical Indochinese
rivalries upon current conflicts in the
region: the influence of ideology in
regional conflicts, the consequences of
is refusal to normalize relations with
Vietnam, contributing factors in the
friction between Vietnam. China and
the USSR ; the propsects for another
invasion of Vietnam by China: conditions under which the U.S. could
justify aid to Vietnam, the U.S policy
towards a future build-up of Soviet
bases in Vietnam and the moral
overtones of US efforts to prevent a
Communist takeover in Indochina
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EVER THOUGHT ABOUT GIVING PLASMA?
Bio Kesources is a plasmapheresit center located adjacent to Eastern, at 2R S. 2nd St The purpose
of this notice in to answer some common questions about plasma donations.
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William J. Moore, former
faculty dean, dies Tuesday
Dr. William J Moore. 85. retired
dean of the faculty and longtime advocate of professional standards for
teachers and efforts to help retired
teachers, died at his home on High
Street Tuesday
He was associated with Eastern for SZ
years, arriving on campus as a 19-year
old freshman in 1913 He joined the
faculty as a professor of economic* in
1928 and became dean in 19*5. He
retired in 1965. after which a classroom
science building was named in his
honor
A native of Rooneville in Owsley
( onni>. he received a 2-year diploma in
education from Kastern Kentucky State
Teachers College in 1917. and earned
his A H . A M . and Ph D degrees from
the I'niversity of Kentucky He also
attended two years of law school at UK
Moore served under former State
Superintendent of Public Instruction
John Kred Williams as director of the
HiMi.iii of Finance and as commissioner of revenue < 1944-46) under
the late Covernor Simeon Willis He

was a member of the Kentucky General
Assembly in mi and chairman of the
Kentucky State Tax Commission.
His work in the state's educational
development included a chairmanship
of an advisory committee to the Council
on Public Higher Education. He once
served as KEA chairman of the
Commission on Teacher Education and
Professional Standards.
His work moat recently had been in
behalf of retired teachers, serving as
founder and president of the Madison
County Retired Teachers Association
He served on the State Legislative
Commission on Retired Teachers
His 37 years on the faculty at Eastern
was served during the terms of four
presidents: Dr. J Dorland Coates.
Herman I-ee Donovan. 1928-41; Dr.
W F O'Donnell. 1941-40; and Dr.
Robert R. Martin. 1960 to Dean Moore's
retirement in 1965.
Moore, the author of numerous artides on economics and education, was
a teacher, principal and superintendent

in Kentucky school for 14 years before
Joining the faculty at Eastern. He was
named a recipient of Eastern's Centennial Alumni Award in 1974.
He was a member of numerous
professional
and
education
organizations, including the National.
Kentucky and Central Kentucky
Education Associations, Kentucky
Academy of Sciences, Kentucky and
Southern
Business
Education
Associations. Kentucky Academy of
Science. Kentucky Academy of Social
Science, American and Southern
Economic Associations, the National
Tax Association. National Municipal
league. American Society for Public
Administration, and the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People
He was a charter member of the
Richmond I.ions Club, Knights of
Pythias, the Christian Church, and was
District Governor of Lions International in 1948.
He was a member of the honorary
organizations of Kappa Delta Pi. PI

(»mega Pi. Phi Delta Phi. Phi Delta
Kappa
He is survived by his wife, Nazza; a
spn. William G. Moore. Denver: and
daughter. Mrs. Russell Roberts. Richmond. Services will be held at 2 p.m.
today at the Gtdham. Roberts and
Powell Funeral Home with Dr. Frank
Tinder, pastor emeritus, and Dr. James
A Cox. pastor. First Christian Church
of Richmond, officiating.

Upward Bound helps low-income students

A step for learning
Sandy Kapson. a senior horticulture major from Louisville, spends a spare
moment on the steps of the library to complete an assignment Many students
took advantage of the warmer weather last week I photo hi Will Mansfield >

t'pward Round is a summer program
designed to motivate high school
students from low income families to
attend college
Each summer. 110 high school Upward Rounders from 12 counties in
south eastern Kentucky come to
campus for about six weeks. During
this time the students are required to
take five classes Math. English and
science classes are required and the
students may elect to take anything
else from music to industrial arts.
But the summer is no filled with
classroom and homework. The group
always takes at least one overnight

Expansion planned for Greek community
(Continued from pag« II
to almost double that of the sororities
At present, only nine sororities exist on
campus, although the number of men
and women involved in Greek
organizations is equal
If the IFC does decide to.expand, the
Council will work with the new
Iraternities late this spring to help lay

the foundations
It is hoped that
leadership in the new Iraternities will
he drawn from transfer students who
held membership in the Iraternities at
other schools
Membership musl reach 211 active
members within. year of the mutation
to colonize or else the fraternity mast

relinquish all rights to exist on the
cam pas
The 1 Diversity is one of the schools
that still does regulate fraternity expansion Davenport feels this is "better
lor the system as a whole
people on
campus have some voice in the expansion policy "

trip This coming summer, the students
will spend three days and nights touring
Washington, DC
Swimming parties, dancing, pizza
parties, skating and intramurals are
also a part of the summer program.
The main requirement is that the
student must show some form of
academic talent. This information is
obtained from high school grades;
various aptitude tests given by the
Upward Bound Counselor.
An important aspect of the student's
summer is the tutor counselors. They
are college students hired to work with
the student during the six-week period
There are 12 positions available for
upper class students who have a GPA
of 2 5 or higher. The tutor counselors
must live in the dormitory with the
students and maintain a very close
contact with them
Among the duties of the counselors,
are having the responsibility for 10
students, being responsible to the dorm
director and the Upward Bound staff,
enforcing the Upward Bound rules,
helping with tutoring and counseling

students, as well as being a big brother
or sister.
Anyone interested in working with
the Upward Bounders this summer
must obtain an application from the
Upward Bound office in Room 422,
Regley or by calling 622-1424. The

Longer hours proposed
the people on the subcommittee which
discussed the policy, the proposal
should get the approval of the Council
on Student Affairs according to
Kremer.
Also, the Council and the administration are receptive to an increase in open house hours because
there is a desire to stay within a range
of the open house policies at similar
universities. Kremer said
Western
Kentucky
University
recently increased their open house
hours to 31 per week.
Kremer said the major problem with
the passage of the proposal would be

Sunday ft Monday

UNIVERSITY
FILM SERIES

program will begin June 15 and run
through Aug. I.
The salary for the summer is 8650
which includes meals and lodging. Now
Is the time to apply as the deadline for
all applications to be turned in the
Upward Bound office is Feb. ».

that Powell would think that this increase comes loo soon after the I97B
increase to a 16 hours.
Kremer added the administration haa
said thai the parents of some students,
particularly freshman, are apprehensive about extra open house
hours.
If this proposal does pass. Kremer
said he felt the issue would probably
come up again within the next four
years
He added. "The desire for more
liberal open house hours will continue
as long as students are aware of more
liberal policies at similar universities."
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Barefoot In
The Park

You Light Up My Life!
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SJOO
Presented In Ferrell Room, Combs Building
seven nights per week. Limited to EKU
community. For additional Information call
622-3855.
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Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Monday, March 17

The Sunshine Boy

7:00 ft 9:00

Tuesday, March 18

The Duchess ft Dlrtwater Fox

7:00 ft 9:00

Wednesday, March 19
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

Slaughterhouse Flvo

March 20,
21,22

Sunday ft Monday
March 23 ft 24

Animal House

Rock N' Roll High School

Tueaday, March 25

Romeo ft Juliet
Boys In Company C

Wadnaaday, March 26

A Star It Born

Thuraday, March 27
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7:00 ft 9:00
7:00 ft 9:00

7:00 ft 9:00
7:00 ft 9:00
7:00 ft 9:00

Feb. 28, 29 ft March 1

Friday ft Saturday March 28 ft 29

Brass Target
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Sunday ft Monday March 30 ft 31

Little Romanco
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